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The worlds of comic books and video games collide when the Dark Knight and other DC Super Heroes 
combine with the global gaming phenomenon  Fortnite, in Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point, an epic six-issue comic 
book series that will uncover secrets never before revealed inthe game or anywhere else! 

Don’t miss the DC Pride anthology featuring LGBTQIA+ characters from across the DC Universe, the 
new Crush & Lobo limited series, and the DC Pride variant covers. Plus, amazing original graphic novels 
including Poison Ivy: Thorns and collections that celebrate DC’s diversity.

James Tynion IV and Álvaro Martínez Bueno are primed to dominate episodic horror media with their 
new series The Nice House on the Lake. The Emerald Archer’s eighth decade is commemorated with the 
Green Arrow 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular. And the DC Universe continues to evolve in 
the pages of Infinite Frontier #1.

The incredible stories that showcase the destiny of the DC Universe are anthologized in the DC Future 
State collections.
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SPOTLIGHT

Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #1
story consultant and concept by DONALD
MUSTARD
pencils by REILLY BROWN
inks by NELSON FARO DeCASTRO
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
card stock variant cover by KENNETH
ROCAFORT $4.99 US FC | DC
premium card stock variant cover by DONALD
MUSTARD $5.99 US FC | DC
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC ON SALE 4/20/2021

A crack splits the sky above Gotham City...a tear in reality itself. This rift pulls the Dark Knight 
into a bizarre and unfamiliar world, with no memory of who he is or where he came from...
Batman has been drawn into Fortnite! As our hero fights to recall his past and escape an 
endless loop of chaos and struggle, he’ll come face to face with the likes of Renegade Raider, 
Fishstick, Bandolier, and more. While the World’s Greatest Detective strives to make sense of 
this strange new world, he’ll uncover the shocking truth about the Island, what lies beyond the 
Loop, and how everything is connected to the mysterious Zero Point. Uncover secrets never 
before revealed in the game or anywhere else! Every fan of Batman, Fortnite, stunning art , 
and edge-of-your-seat excitement won’t want to miss the Caped Crusader facing off against 
Fortnite champions on the Island in a desperate attempt to save not only himself, but other 
familiar faces from the DCU…and perhaps the Multiverse itself!

1

THE DARK KNIGHT VS.  
FORTNITE’S GREATEST HEROES!

premium variant cover

variant cover

EACH ISSUE INCLUDES A REDEEM-
ABLE CODE FOR A BONUS DIGITAL 
COSMETIC IN FORTNITE INSPIRED 
BY THE COMIC. GET THE NEW 
REBIRTH HARLEY QUINN OUTFIT 
WITH ISSUE #1. 

Each print issue includes a redeemable code for a bonus digital cosmetic in Fortnite inspired by the comic. Get the new Rebirth Harley Quinn Outfit with issue #1. 
Digital issues of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point downloaded from DC UNIVERSE INFINITE (US only) will also include these bonus digital codes.
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Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #2
Batman is trapped on the Island–unable to speak, his memory gone, having to fight to survive 
against the deadliest warriors of countless worlds. Can even the World’s Greatest Detective 
escape this trap when time itself resets every 22 minutes? And will the presence of someone 
else from Gotham City–a familiar feline fatale–help or hinder his efforts...especially when they 
don’t remember each other? In another life, they were enemies, friends, partners…but here on 
the Island, can they do anything but battle to the death?

story consultant and concept by DONALD
MUSTARD
pencils by REILLY BROWN
inks by NELSON FARO DeCASTRO
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
card stock variant cover by ARTHUR ADAMS 
$5.99 US FC | DC
premium card stock variant cover by
DONALD MUSTARD $5.99 US FC | DC
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC ON SALE 5/4/2021

premium variant cover

CAN THE WORLD’S 
GREATEST DETECTIVE 
ESCAPE THE BATTLE 
ROYALE OF FORTNITE?

Each print issue of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point will include a redeemable code for bonus DC-themed Fortnite digital items, inspired by the events in the comic, starting 
with the new Rebirth Harley Quinn Outfit. Digital issues of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point downloaded from DC UNIVERSE INFINITE (US only) will also include these 
bonus digital codes. As a bonus item, fans who redeem all six codes will unlock a new Armored Batman Zero Outfit.

variant cover
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Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #3
Batman versus Snake Eyes. That’s it. That’s the solicit.
You heard us, BATMAN VERSUS SNAKE EYES! Yes, THAT Snake Eyes! Worlds collide on 
the Island as G.I. Joe’s unstoppable ninja clashes with the Dark Knight! Can either of 
them win, when neither can escape? Will Batman remember he’s got to find a way back 
to Catwoman, all while trying to get back to Gotham City? And what the heck is Harley 
Quinn doing here?! Oh, and in case we forgot to mention it: Batman. Fighting. Snake 
Eyes. Do not miss it! 

variant cover

BATMAN VS.  
G.I. JOE’S  
SNAKE EYES!

story consultant and concept by DONALD
MUSTARD
pencils by REILLY BROWN
inks by NELSON FARO DeCASTRO
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
card stock variant cover by JIM LEE AND SCOTT
WILLIAMS $5.99 US FC | DC
premium card stock variant cover by
DONALD MUSTARD $5.99 US FC | DC
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC ON SALE 5/18/2021

Each print issue of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point will include a redeemable code for bonus DC-themed Fortnite digital items, inspired by the events in the comic, starting 
with the new Rebirth Harley Quinn Outfit. Digital issues of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point downloaded from DC UNIVERSE INFINITE (US only) will also include these 
bonus digital codes. As a bonus item, fans who redeem all six codes will unlock a new Armored Batman Zero Outfit.

premium variant cover
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Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #4
Batman has broken free from the Loop and the endless cycle of combat. Now free to explore 
the Island without limitation, the World’s Greatest Detective will discover secrets about the 
world of Fortnite never before revealed in the game or anywhere else. Just one thing…he’s 
not alone. Not only is he met by a rogue faction of Fortnite bandits who have ALSO escaped 
the Loop–Eternal Voyager! Bandolette! Magnus! Fishstick! And a few others–there’s someone 
else trapped, someone who is trying to get free from the world of Fortnite…someone deadly. 
Will Batman recognize this familiar hunter-for-hire, and even more importantly, will he trust 
him? Just because Batman’s out of the Loop doesn’t mean the fighting is over…

BATMAN DISCOVERS 
WHAT EXISTS OUTSIDE 
THE FORTNITE  
ISLAND, REVEALING  
NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN 
SECRETS ABOUT  
THE GAME ITSELF!

story consultant and concept by DONALD
MUSTARD
art by CHRISTIAN DUCE
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
card stock variant cover by DAN MORA 
$5.99 US FC | DC
premium card stock variant cover by
DONALD MUSTARD $5.99 US FC | DC
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC ON SALE 6/1/2021

Each print issue of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point will include a redeemable code for bonus DC-themed Fortnite digital items, inspired by the events in the comic, starting 
with the new Rebirth Harley Quinn Outfit. Digital issues of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point downloaded from DC UNIVERSE INFINITE (US only) will also include these 
bonus digital codes. As a bonus item, fans who redeem all six codes will unlock a new Armored Batman Zero Outfit.
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Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #5
Batman, Catwoman, and the unlikely band of renegade Fortnite fighters make their way 
deep into the underground complex of the Island in a desperate hunt to escape the 
Loop–areas never before seen in the game, with secrets discovered only by the World’s 
Greatest Detective. Along the way they’ll fight for their lives…uncover revelations 
about the history and inner workings of the world of Fortnite…and face a betrayal from 
one of their own as our story hurtles toward its explosive conclusion!

BATMAN AND  
CATWOMAN TEAM  
UP WITH A ROGUE  
BAND OF FORTNITE  
FIGHTERS TO REVEAL 
THE HISTORY AND 
INNER WORKINGS 
OF THE WORLD OF 
FORTNITE!

story consultant and concept by DONALD
MUSTARD
art by CHRISTIAN DUCE
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
card stock variant cover by AMANDA CONNER 
$5.99 US FC | DC
premium card stock variant cover by
DONALD MUSTARD $5.99 US FC | DC
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC ON SALE 6/15/2021

Each print issue of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point will include a redeemable code for bonus DC-themed Fortnite digital items, inspired by the events in the comic, starting 
with the new Rebirth Harley Quinn Outfit. Digital issues of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point downloaded from DC UNIVERSE INFINITE (US only) will also include these 
bonus digital codes. As a bonus item, fans who redeem all six codes will unlock a new Armored Batman Zero Outfit.

COVER NOT FINAL
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Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #6
It all comes down to this! Batman and Catwoman have one chance to get back to their 
own world…but to do so, they’ll have to return to the nonstop battle on the Island and 
retrieve someone who is the key to their escape…Harley Quinn! But she’s not going to 
go quietly. And who’s behind the world-shattering events of our story? You’ll find out…
and the implications for both Fortnite and the DC Universe will be huge.

THE KEY TO BATMAN AND CATWOMAN’S ESCAPE 
FROM FORTNITE IS...HARLEY QUINN?!

Each print issue of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point will include a redeemable code for bonus DC-themed Fortnite digital items, inspired by the events in the comic, starting 
with the new Rebirth Harley Quinn Outfit. Digital issues of Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point downloaded from DC UNIVERSE INFINITE (US only) will also include these 
bonus digital codes. As a bonus item, fans who redeem all six codes will unlock a new Armored Batman Zero Outfit.

story consultant and concept by DONALD
MUSTARD
pencils by REILLY BROWN
inks by NELSON FARO DeCASTRO
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
card stock variant cover by KIM JUNG GI 
$5.99 US FC | DC
premium card stock variant cover by
DONALD MUSTARD $5.99 US FC | DC
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC ON SALE 7/6/2021

FANS WHO 
REDEEM ALL SIX 
DIGITAL CODES 
WILL UNLOCK A 
NEW ARMORED 
BATMAN ZERO 
OUTFIT.

COVER NOT FINAL
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Infinite Frontier #1
When our heroes saved the Muliverse from Perpetua in Dark Nights: Death Metal, everything 
was put back where it belonged...and we do mean everything. All the damage from all the 
Crises was undone, and heroes long thought gone returned from whatever exile they had been 
in. Most of them, at least. Alan Scott, the Green Lantern from the Justice Society of America, 
has noticed some of his allies are still missing in action, and he’s determined to find them. 
There are others, though, who would rather remain hidden than explain themselves, like Roy 
Harper, a.k.a. Arsenal, a man who should be dead but now is not. Plus, what does all this mean 
for the DCU’s place in the Multiverse? On opposite sides of a dimensional divide, both Barry 
Allen and President Superman ponder this question. Not to mention the Darkseid of it all! Or a 
team of Multiversal heroes called Justice Incarnate! 

written by  JOSHUA WILLIAMSON
art by XERMANICO
cover by MITCH GERADS
card stock variant cover by BRYAN HITCH  
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | 1 (OF 6) | FC | DC
DC ON SALE 6/22/2021

FEATURES  
PRESIDENT  
SUPERMAN, THE 
FLASH, GREEN  
LANTERN ALAN 
SCOTT, AND ARSENAL!

PICKS UP  
DIRECTLY FROM  
INFINITE FRONTIER 
#0
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Infinite Frontier: Secret Files #1
Are you ready for the new Infinite Frontier series? Do you have the lowdown on all the 
characters? If not, this print edition of the digital–first Secret Files series will tell you everything 
you’re dying to know. Take a look inside Director Bones personal database for stories featuring 
Jade and Obsidian, the children of the original Green Lantern; Psycho–Pirate, the scourge of 
many a Crisis on many an Earth; President Superman, the Mutliverse’s ultimate beacon of 
hope; Roy Harper, back from the dead; and just who are the Totality…?! Featuring six stories 
in print for the very first time!

written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON, BRANDON
THOMAS, STEPHANIE PHILLIPS, AND DAN
WATTERS
art by INAKI MIRANDA, VALENTINE DE
LANDRO, STEPHEN BYRNE, AND MORE.
cover by BRYAN HITCH 
ON SALE 6/29/2021
$9.99 US | 80 PAGES | Prestige | FC | DC

FEATURES  
PRESIDENT  
SUPERMAN, THE 
FLASH, GREEN  
LANTERN ALAN 
SCOTT, AND ARSENAL!
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Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow #1
Kara Zor-El has seen some epic adventures over the years, but finds her life without 
meaning or purpose. Here she is, a young woman who saw her planet destroyed and 
was sent to Earth to protect a baby cousin who ended up not needing her. What was 
it all for? Wherever she goes, people only see her through the lens of Superman’s 
fame. Just when Supergirl thinks she’s had enough, everything changes. An alien 
girl seeks her out for a vicious mission. Her world has been destroyed, and the bad 
guys responsible are still out there. She wants revenge, and if Supergirl doesn’t help 
her, she’ll do it herself, whatever the cost. Now a Kryptonian, a dog, and an angry, 
heartbroken child head out into space on a journey that will shake them to their very core.  
.                                                                                                                                                 

written by TOM KING
art by BILQUIS EVELY
cover by BILQUIS EVELY
card stock variant cover by GARY FRANK 
blank variant cover
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | 1 (OF 8) | FC | DC

variant cover

WRITTEN BY EISNER 
AWARD WINNER  
TOM KING WITH 
STUNNING ART BY 
BILQUIS EVELY!

variant cover
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Whistle: A New 
Gotham City 
Hero

From New York Times bestselling author E. Lockhart (Genuine Fraud, We Were Liars) and artist Manuel Preitano 
(The Oracle Code) comes a new Gotham City superhero in this exciting YA graphic novel.   
Seventeen-year-old Willow Zimmerman has something to say. When she’s not on the streets advocating for 
her community, she’s volunteering at the local pet shelter. She seeks to help all those in need, even the stray 
dog she’s named Lebowitz that follows her around. But as much as she does for the world around her, she 
struggles closer to home—taking care of her mother, recently diagnosed with cancer.  

In desperation, she reconnects with her estranged “uncle” Edward, and he opens the door to an easier life. 
Through simple jobs, such as hosting his private poker nights with Gotham City’s elites, she is able to keep 
her family afloat—and afford critical medical treatments for her mother. Then one night, Willow and Lebowitz 
collide with the monstrous Killer Croc and get injured, waking up able to understand each other. 

But when Willow discovers that Edward and his friends are actually some of Gotham’s most corrupt criminals, 
she must make a choice: remain loyal to the man who kept her family together, or use her new powers to be a 
voice for her community.   

written by E. LOCKHART
art by MANUEL PREITANO 
cover by MANUEL PREITANO 
ON SALE 9/7/2021
$16.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC
6’x 9’
ISBN: 9781401293222

e. lockhartA NEW
GOTHAM
CITY HERO

e. lockhartA NEW
GOTHAM
CITY HERO

e. lockhartA NEW
GOTHAM
CITY HERO

   “Empowering and unforgettable. E. Lockhart gives us a heroine   
     worth rooting for.”         —Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times best-
   selling author of Teen Titans: Raven

WRITTEN BY NEW 
YORK TIMES BEST-
SELLING AUTHOR E. 
LOCKHART 
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INTERIOR ARTWORK



The DC Universe is visually represented as a kaleidoscope of color, encompassing the 
courage, empathy, strength, and passion that’s left an indelible mark on DC’s storytelling 
for the past 85+ years. DC’s comic books call to mind the world around us, which makes 
the characters and their adventures equal parts entertaining, inspiring, and meaningful to 
audiences of every generation across the globe. These may be Superheroes and super- 
villains, but the more you get to know them, the more you realize they can’t be boxed in by 
those binary labels. Like all of us, there’s a humanity present, which includes perfections, 
faults, successes, failures, doubt, pride, and everything in between. We welcome everyone 
to find and celebrate their places in the ever-expanding DC Universe! #DCPride

PRIDE INTRODUCTION
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DC Pride #1
DC celebrates Pride Month with nine all-new stories starring 
fan-favorite LGBTQIA+ characters Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, 
Midnighter, Extraño, Batwoman, Aqualad, Alan Scott, Obsidian, 
Future State Flash, Renee Montoya, Pied Piper, and many more! 
This anthology will also feature: 
—The thrilling introduction of new hero DREAMER in the DCU  
(as seen on The CW’s Supergirl)! 
—A pinup gallery with art by Travis Moore, Kris Anka, Kevin 
Wada, Sophie Campbell, Nick Robles, and more!
—Six exciting new profiles of DCTV’s LGBTQIA+ characters and 
the actors who play them!

written by JAMES TYNION IV, MARIKO TAMAKI, STEVE ORLANDO, 
VITA AYALA, NICOLE MAINES, DANNY LORE, SAM JOHNS,
SINA GRACE, AND ANDREW WHEELER
art by KLAUS JANSON, AMY REEDER, STEPHEN BYRNE, TRUNG LÊ
NGUYEN, LUCIANO VECCHIO, LISA STERLE, RACHAEL STOTT, RO STEIN,
TED BRANDT, SKYLAR PATRIDGE, AND MORE!
cover by JIM LEE, SCOTT WILLIAMS, AND TAMRA BONVILLAIN
Pride card stock variant cover by JEN BARTEL  
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$9.99 US | 80 PAGES | Prestige | DC

CELEBRATING 
PRIDE MONTH 
WITH NINE ALL-
NEW STORIES 
STARRING FAN-  
FAVORITE LGBTQIA+ 
CHARACTERS!
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SHOW YOUR PRIDE WITH THESE VARIANT  
COVERS FROM ACROSS THE DC UNIVERSE! 
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Crush & Lobo #1
In case anyone was wondering, Crush is doing just fine, actually. Sure, she recently walked 
away from her classmates at the Roy Harper Titans Academy and effectively quit being a  
Teen Titan in a blaze of glory. And okay, her relationship with her too-good-to-be-true 
girlfriend Katie is kind of on the rocks, if you want to get all technical about it. Oh, and she 
recently found out Lobo’s in space jail, but that’s cool, because he’s the worst. OKAY, maybe 
Crush has some STUFF, but that doesn’t mean she’s gonna DO anything about it, like actually 
go to space and confront her dad and all her problems, because everything is FINE.
...Right?

written by MARIKO TAMAKI
art by AMANCAY NAHUELPAN
cover by KRIS ANKA
Pride card stock variant cover by 
YOSHI YOSHITANI $4.99 US
1:25 variant  cover by CHRISTIAN WARD 
$4.99 US
Team variant  cover by DAN HIPP $4.99 US
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | 1 of 8 | FC | DC

1:25 variant cover

Team variant cover

Pride variant cover
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Poison Ivy: Thorns
written by KODY KEPLINGER
art by SARA KIPIN
cover by SARA KIPIN 
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$16.99 US | 192 PAGES | FC | DC

New York Times bestselling author of The DUFF Kody Keplinger and artist Sara Kipin reimagine an 
iconic DC antihero with a gothic-horror twist. Pamela Isley doesn’t trust other people, especially 
men. They always want something from her that she’s not willing to give. When cute goth girl Alice 
Oh comes into Pamela’s life after an accident at the local park, she makes Pamela feel like pulling 
back the curtains and letting the sunshine in. But there are dark secrets deep within the Isley home. 
Secrets Pamela’s father has warned must remain hidden. Secrets that could turn deadly and destroy 
the one person who ever cared about Pamela, or as her mom preferred to call her...Ivy. 
Will Pamela open herself up to the possibilities of love, or will she forever be transformed by the 
thorny vines of revenge?

DC’S ICONIC ANTIHERO  
REINVENTED WITH A 
GOTHIC-HORROR TWIST!
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Truth & Justice #5
Batwoman tries to take some time to herself and get away from Gotham City. But an urban 
legend in an Appalachian town catches her attention and gets her into trouble.

written by GRACE ELLIS
art by MARIA LAURA SANAPO
cover by KRIS ANKA
variant cover by YASMINE PUTRI 
$5.99 US | FC | DC
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC

PRIDE



Batwoman: Elegy TP

Suicide Squad: Bad Blood 
HC

written by GREG RUCKA
art by J.H. WILIAMS III
ON SALE NOW
$19.99 US | 192 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8’ X 10 3/16’
ISBN: 9781401298869

written by TOM TAYLOR
art by BRUNO REDONDO, DANIEL SAMPERE, AND JUAN ALBARRAN
new cover by BRUNO REDONDO
ON SALE 4/27/21
$29.99 US | 288 PAGES | FC | DC
HARDCOVER
6 5/8’ X 10 3/16’
ISBN: 9871779503954

A formidable foe is sucking Gotham into her dark fantasy, and only 
Batwoman can bring the madwoman back to reality and save the city! 
By day, Kate Kane is a glamorous socialite with a troubled past. By night, 
she is a warrior. She is the Batwoman, Gotham City’s newest protector. 
Battling her at every turn of her still-young crime-fighting career is a 
crazed cult called the Religion of Crime. Led by a Lewis Carroll-quoting 
madwoman known only as Alice, they plan to turn Gotham City into a 
wonderland of carnage. But Alice has something special in store for the 
Batwoman--something that will show her everything she thought she 
knew about her life as a caped crusader is wrong. Is this one-woman 
army fighting a war she can’t win, against an enemy with more power 
over her than she ever could have imagined?Writer Greg Rucka (Wonder 
Woman, Action Comics) and artist J.H. Williams III (Batman, The Sandman: 
Overture) proudly present one of the most intriguing story lines DC has 
ever published! This volume collects the first seven pulse-pounding, 
visually stunning issues of Rucka and Williams’s landmark collaboration 
(Detective Comics #854-860)--a bold tale of triumph, trauma, and the 
nature of heroism.

Task Force X returns for its bloodiest mission yet, with a new team of 
unlikely villains from across the DC Universe! When the Suicide Squad is 
assigned to neutralize a group of international super-terrorists known 
as the Revolutionaries, the last thing they expect is for the survivors 
to join the team! Who can Squad veterans Harley Quinn and Deadshot 
trust when their new teammates are the very people they were sent 
to kill? This crew could survive the mission, but they might not survive 
each other—so don’t get attached. Acclaimed writer TOM TAYLOR 
(DCeased) reunites with celebrated Injustice collaborators BRUNO 
REDONDO (Justice League) and DANIEL SAMPERE (Action Comics) for the 
GLAAD Media Award-nominated Suicide Squad: Bad Blood. Collecting all 
11 issues of the critically lauded maxiseries, this hardcover edition also 
features a special art gallery of designs by Redondo.

PRIDE

PRIDE

COLLECTED EDITIONS

COLLECTED EDITIONS



Harley Quinn: Breaking 
Glass TP

You Brought Me the Ocean 
TP

written by MARIKO TAMAKI
art by STEVE PUGH
cover by STEVE PUGH
ON SALE NOW
$16.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC

written by ALEX SANCHEZ
art by JULIE MAROH
cover by JULIE MAROH
ON SALE NOW
$16.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC

A mulitple Eisner Award nominee, Harley Quinn: Breaking Glass features 
the outspoken, rebellious, and eccentric 15-year-old Harleen Quinzel. 
With five dollars to her name, she’s sent to live in Gotham City after 
battling a lot of hard situations as a kid. But everything changes when 
Gotham’s finest drag queen, Mama, takes her in. And at first it seems 
like Harleen has finally found a place to grow into her most “true true,” 
with new best friend Ivy at Gotham High. But then Harley’s fortune 
takes another turn when Mama’s drag cabaret becomes the next victim 
in the wave of gentrification that’s taking over the neighborhood. Now 
Harleen is mad. In turning her anger into action, she is faced with two 
choices: join Ivy, who’s campaigning to make the neighborhood a better 
place to live, or join The Joker, who plans to take down Gotham one 
corporation at a time. From Eisner Award and Caldecott Honor-winning 
author Mariko Tamaki (This One Summer) and Eisner Award-nominated 
artist Steve Pugh (The Flintstones) comes a coming-of-age story about 
choices, consequences, and how a weird kid from Gotham goes about 
defining her world for herself.

The voices that shaped LGBTQIA+ young adult literature, Lambda 
Award-winning author Alex Sanchez (Rainbow Boys) and New York 
Times bestselling illustrator Julie Maroh (Blue Is the Warmest Color), 
present a new coming-out romance and origin story for Aqualad. Jake 
Hyde doesn’t swim--not since his father drowned. Luckily, he lives in 
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. Yet he yearns for the ocean and 
is determined to leave his hometown for a college on the coast. His 
best friend, Maria, however, wants nothing more than to stay in the 
desert, and Jake’s mother encourages him to always play it safe. There’s 
nothing “safe” about Jake’s future--not when he’s attracted to Kenny 
Liu, swim team captain and rebel against conformity. And certainly not 
when he secretly applies to the University of Miami. Jake’s life begins to 
outpace his small town’s namesake, which doesn’t make it any easier to 
come out to his mom, or Maria, or the world. But Jake is full of secrets, 
including the strange blue markings on his skin that glow when in 
contact with water. What power will he find when he searches for his 
identity, and will he turn his back to the current or dive headfirst into 
the waves?

PRIDE GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR YOUNG ADULTS

GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR YOUNG ADULTSPRIDE
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Batman: Reptilian #1
What strikes fear into the hearts of those who terrorize Gotham? It used to be Batman, but 
something far more frightening than a mere man stalks the shadows—and it’s after Gotham’s 
villains. How savage must a monster be to haunt the dreams of monsters? Pick up this dark 
and bone-chilling tale by comics legends Garth Ennis and Liam Sharp to find out! 

written by GARTH ENNIS
art by LIAM SHARP
cover by LIAM SHARP
card stock variant cover by CULLY HAMNER 
1:25 variant cover by BILL SIENKIEWICZ
ON SALE 6/22/2021
AGES 17+
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

variant cover

GORGEOUS PAINTED 
ARTWORK BY  
LIAM SHARP

WRITTEN BY THE 
CO-CREATOR OF  
THE BOYS AND  
PREACHER,  
GARTH ENNIS

1:25 variant cover
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Batman: The Adventures Continue Season II #1
Gotham City is changing. After Mayor Hill is killed by a mysterious assailant, Batman finds 
himself tracking down an ancient order that’s long been buried under the streets of Gotham: 
the Court of Owls. But what does this group have to gain from the death of Mayor Hill, and 
how can Deadman help the Dark Knight?

written by ALAN BURNETT AND PAUL DINI
art by TY TEMPLETON
cover by RILEY ROSSMO
card stock variant cover by
1:25 variant cover by ANDREW MacLEAN
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

FEATURES THE 
COURT OF OWLS 
AND DEADMAN!

variant cover

1:25 variant cover
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Event Leviathan: Checkmate #1
The dark forces of Leviathan have torn through the DC Universe, and now no one can be 
trusted. No one…not even the person writing to you about this book! That’s why you find out 
in Justice League #63 that Green Arrow has been secretly funding a group called CHECKMATE 
because not even the Justice League itself can be trusted. The mysterious MR. KING has 
helped Green Arrow assemble the greatest team of super—spies the world has ever seen! 
LOIS LANE, THE QUESTION, ROBIN, STEVE TREVOR, MANHUNTER, BONES, and TALIA Ah GHUL! 
will have to outsmart the smartest people in the world before they destroy everything! PLUS! 
A new mystery character is tip toeing though the shadows! They call him…the DAEMON 
ROSE! And he is hunting Lois Lane right under Superman’s nose! It’s an all–new spine-chilling 
thriller from the eisner award-winning team of Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev!  

written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS
art by ALEX MALEEV
cover by ALEX MALEEV
card stock variant cover by MATT TAYLOR
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

FIND OUT HOW AND 
WHY GREEN ARROW  
IS FUNDING THE 
TEAM!
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Green Arrow 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1
CELEBRATING THE EMERALD ARCHER’S 80TH 
ANNIVERSARY! For the last eight decades Green Arrow 
has been one of the premier (and loudest) characters in 
the DCU, always at the forefront of where the  
superhero genre is headed. This over-sized anniversary 
issue follows in those footsteps, as an all-star lineup 
of Green Arrow creators, alongside some of the gifted 
creators of the modern era who have been inpsired 
by Oliver Queen, unite to pay tribute to the Battling 
Bowman. See what the past, present and future have 
in store for Oliver Queen, Black Canary, Connor Hawke, 
Arsenal, Red Arrow, Speedy, and more in this epic 
special! 

written by JEFF LEMIRE, BENJAMIN PERCY, MIKE GRELL, PHIL HESTER,
MARIKO TAMAKI, STEPHANIE PHILLIPS, TOM TAYLOR, RAM V,
VITA AYALA, BRANDON THOMAS, DEVIN GRAYSON, AND LARRY O’NEIL.
art by ANDREA SORRENTINO, OTTO SCHMIDT, MIKE GRELL, PHIL HESTER,
JAVIER RODRIGUEZ, CHRISTOPHER MOONEYHAM, NICOLA SCOTT, JORGE
CORONA, LAURA BRAGA, CHRISTOPHER MITTEN, AND JORGE FORNÉS
cover by DAN MORA
decade variant covers by MICHAEL CHO, DANIEL WARREN JOHNSON
NEAL ADAMS, DERRICK CHEW, GARY FRANK, HOWARD PORTER, JEN BARTEL
AND SIMONE DI MEO
ON SALE 6/29/2021   
$9.99 US | 96 PAGES | Prestige | FC | DC

FEATURES AN 
ALL-STAR LINEUP 
OF WRITERS 
AND ARTIST 
INCLUDING:

PHIL HESTER
JEFF LEMIRE
BENJAMIN PERCY
OTTO SCHIMDT
ANDREA  
SORRENTINO
MARIKO TAMAKI
TOM TAYLOR
AND MORE!
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DECADE VARIANTS
Green Arrow 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1
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Green Arrow 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1
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The Nice House on the Lake #1
Everyone who was invited to the house knows Walter—well, they know him a little, anyway. 
Some met him in childhood; some met him months ago. And Walter’s always been a little…
off. But after the hardest year of their lives, nobody was going to turn down Walter’s 
invitation to an astonishingly beautiful house in the woods, overlooking an enormous sylvan 
lake. It’s beautiful, it’s opulent, it’s private—so a week of putting up with Walter’s weird 
little schemes and nicknames in exchange for the vacation of a lifetime? Why not? All of them 
were at that moment in their lives when they could feel themselves pulling away from their 
other friends; wouldn’t a chance to reconnect be…nice?
With Something Is Killing The Children and The Department of Truth, James Tynion IV has 
changed the face of horror in modern comics — now get ready for his most ambitious story 
yet, alongside his Detective Comics partner Álvaro Martínez Bueno!

written by JAMES TYNION IV
art by ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ BUENO 
cover by ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ BUENO
card stock variant cover by MARTIN
SIMMONDS 
ON SALE 6/1/2021
AGES 17+ | 1 of 12
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

A NEW SERIES FROM HORROR 
MASTER JAMES TYNION IV, WITH 
GORGEOUS ARTWORK BY ÁLVARO 
MARTÍNEZ BUENO!
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INTERIOR ARTWORK BY ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ BUENO
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INTERIOR ARTWORK BY ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ BUENO
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Action Comics 2021 Annual
The return of Future State’s House of El! It’s time to head back to tomorrow, as Superman’s 
descendants face a threat from today. This special tale connects to “Warworld Rising” as the 
actions of Clark Kent in the present reverberate, leaving long-lasting changes...and a deadly 
threat for the House of El to reckon with. Can Brandon Kent, the Superman of his era, stop 
the danger from hurting the next generation? Also, for those wanting to know more about 
Brandon’s relationshop with Theand’r, the Tamaranean queen, prepare yourself for a little 
romance as well.

written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON
art by SIYA OUM
cover by SCOTT GODLEWSKI  
variant cover by VALENTINE DE LANDRO
ON SALE 6/29/2021
$5.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $6.99 US | FC | DC

THE RETURN OF FUTURE 
STATE’S: HOUSE OF EL!

variant cover
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Catwoman 2021 Annual #1
Father Valley is a mystery. His unusual style as a hit man, his habit of keeping a bible 
designated for each of his targets, his macabre and particular method of elegant savagery, 
his insistence on waiting until his target has reached their highest point before he strikes 
them down—these are all strange and enigmatic traits that have remained unexplained…
until now. Bear witness to Father Valley’s past with the Order of St. Dumas, and his 
unexpected connection with Azrael, to learn the method to of his madness. And see, once 
and for all, why Catwoman should be deathly afraid of being on his hit list.

written by RAM V
art by KYLE HOTZ
cover by KYLE HOTZ
card stock variant cover by LIAM SHARP
ON SALE 6/29/2021
$5.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $6.99 US | FC | DC

FEATURES THE ORIGIN 
OF NEW VILLAIN  
FATHER VALLEY!

variant cover
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The Flash 2021 Annual #1
The lightning-fast and action-packed “Surge” story line races to its conclusion as Wally West 
returns to the present day with a new perspective on the past and a reinvigorated desire to 
take back the mantle of the Flash. With one last hurdle to leap, Wally puts the past behind 
him, but he’ll need to propel himself further and faster than ever before to do it. 

written by JEREMY ADAMS
art by BRANDON PETERSON AND
FERNANDO PASARIN
cover by BRANDON PETERSON
card stock variant cover by BRETT BOOTH
ON SALE 6/29/2021
$5.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $6.99 US | FC | DC

FINAL CHAPER OF THE 
“SURGE” STORYLINE FROM 
THE MAIN FLASH TITLE!
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THE ORIGIN OF RED X!
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Teen Titans Academy 2021 Yearbook #1
As the first quarter of classes draws to an end at Teen Titans 
Academy, get a closer look at the how students such as the 
mysterious Stitch enrolled, catch up with the status of Beast Boy and 
Raven’s relationship, and maybe, just maybe, get some clues on the 
origin of the new Red X!

written by TIM SHERIDAN
art by BERNARD CHANG, DAVID LAFUENTE, AND RAFA SANDOVAL
cover by RAFA SANDOVAL AND ALEJANDRO SANCHEZ,
JAMAL CAMPBELL WITH DESIGN BY STEVE BLACKWELL
card stock variant cover by RAFA SANDAVOL
ON SALE 6/29/2021
$5.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $6.99 US| FC | DC
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Wonder Woman: Black & Gold #1
Just in time for Wonder Woman’s 80th anniversary, DC Comics proudly presents a new anthology 
series starring the Amazon Princess embellished in the the color of her famous lasso. You won’t 
want to miss this thrilling series celebrating the woman who inspires us all…and that’s the truth!                                                                                                                                    
Kicking things off, John Arcudi (B.P.R.D.) and Ryan Sook (Legion of Super-Heroes) reunite to show 
us the grace immortality grants a hero. Becky Cloonan (Wonder Woman) weaves a spine-tingling 
tale of Diana’s most precious weapon against the darkness. Then Amy Reeder (Amethyst) takes 
us back to the Golden Age for a fun romp co-starring Etta Candy. AJ Mendez and Ming Doyle 
(Constantine: The Hellblazer) travel to Themyscira for a tense family reunion. And finally, Nadia 
Shammas and Morgan Beem (Swamp Thing: Twin Branches) show us a story of Diana’s past failures 
coming back to haunt her.

written by JOHN ARCUDI, AMY REEDER,
BECKY CLOONAN, A.J. MENDEZ, AND NADIA
SHAMMAS
art by RYAN SOOK, AMY REEDER, BECKY CLOONAN,
MING DOYLE, AND MORGAN BEEM
cover by JEN BARTEL
card stock variant cover by JOSHUA MIDDLETON and
YANICK PAQUETTE
1:25 variant cover by RAMONA FRADON AND SANDRA
HOPE
ON SALE 6/22/2021 | $5.99 US | 40 PAGES | 1 (OF 6) | FC
Prestige | DC card stock variant cover | $5.99 US| FC | DC

1:25 variant cover

variant cover

A NEW ANTHOLOGY 
SERIES TIMED WITH 
THE AMAZON  
WARRIOR’S 80TH 
ANNIVERSARY!

variant cover
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Injustice: Year Zero HC

written by TOM TAYLOR
art by ROGÊ ANTÔNIO AND CIAN TORMEY
cover by JULIAN TOTINO TEDESCO
ON SALE 7/13/2021
$24.99 US | 152 pages | FC | DC
6 5/8’ x 10 3/16’
ISBN: 9781779511294

The beloved, fan-favorite series Injustice is back! And this time, with a prequel…Year Zero: 
“The Fall of the Old Gods”! Long before Superman had his tyranny, before Batman led the 
Insurgency, and even before the Justice League was still a just league—there was the JSA. 
A secret begins to unravel within the JSA about how one of them controversially used 
a mysterious amulet in back in WWII to help turn the tide of the war. Flash forward to 
the present, when this secret amulet is found in the hands of The Joker, and the Justice 
League and JSA suddenly find their teams being torn apart from the inside—is there a 
traitor in the room, or is someone hiding something that could ruin every DCU superhero 
forever? Either way, buckle up, because in true Injustice tradition, no one is safe and both 
heroes and villains will die!
Collects Injustice: Year Zero chapters 1-14.

The Complete Collection



Wonder Woman: 80 Years of the Amazon Warrior The Deluxe Edition HC
written by WILLIAM MOULTON MARSTON,
JOYCE MURCHISON, ROBERT KANIGHER,
GEORGE PÉREZ, AND BRIAN AZZARELLO
art by H.G. PETER, GEORGE PERÉZ, AMANDA
CONNER, NICOLA SCOTT, TERRY DODSON,
AND CLIFF CHIANG
cover by JIM LEE
ON SALE 8/31/2021
$29.99 US | 416 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/16’ x 10 7/8’ ISBN: 9781779511577

For 80 years Wonder Woman has stood as a symbol of truth, justice, and equality to people 
everywhere! Follow along in this incredible collection as the Amazon Warrior fights for 
justice—starting from the first appearance of Wonder Woman through some of her most 
incredible battles against foes like the Cheetah and Ares. 
This anniversary hardcover collects stories from All-Star Comics #8, Sensation Comics, #1, Comic 
Cavalcade #11, Wonder Woman (vol. 1) #5, #78, #98, #124, #162, #203, and #206, Wonder Woman 
(vol. 2) #6, #57, #73, and #170, Wonder Woman (vol. 3) #1, #13, #600, Wonder Woman (New 52) 
#13, Wonder Woman #750, and DC Comics Presents #41, along with new historical essays and a 
new cover by Jim Lee.

COLLECTED EDITIONS
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NOT FINAL ART
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DC Super Hero Girls: Ghosting TP
Diana Prince is the best. Usually. But these days, she’s coming in second…in history class, 
in gymnastics, in the race to feed Sir Isaac, the classroom newt. She could double down on 
training, but when her foe is getting a boost from a mystical mask, will that be enough? No, 
she will have to rely on her friends to help her combat this newly dangerous menace!
Along the way, they’ll discover why so many classmates, family members, and super-villains 
have gone missing. And why there are so many Cheetahs in the mix!

written by AMANDA DEIBERT
art by YANCEY LABAT
cover by YANCEY LABAT
ON SALE 9/7/2021
$9.99 US | 152 PAGES | FC | DC
5 1/2’ x 8’
ISBN: 9781779507655

THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES

WRITTEN BY AMANDA DEIBERT  ILLUSTRATED BY YANCEY LABAT

A GRAPHIC NOVEL

GHOSTED

TM   

   BASED ON THE HIT ANIMATED   SERIES!

THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES

WRITTEN BY AMANDA DEIBERT 
ILLUSTRATED BY YANCEY LABAT

A GRAPHIC NOVEL

GHOSTED

GHOSTED

THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES

WRITTEN BY AMANDA DEIBERT 
ILLUSTRATED BY YANCEY LABAT

A GRAPHIC NOVEL

GHOSTED

GHOSTED
AN ALL-NEW  
ORIGINAL  
GRAPHIC NOVEL 
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Space Jam: A New Legacy
An adaptation of the summer’s highly anticipated film, Space Jam: A New Legacy teams up 
basketball champion LeBron James with Bugs Bunny and the rest of the Looney Tunes to save 
the day.

written by IVAN COHEN
art by VARIOUS
ON SALE 6/29/2021
$12.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
5 1/2’ x 8’
ISBN: 9781779512222

A GRAPHIC NOVEL  
ADAPTATION OF THE  
UPCOMING MOVIE!
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Action Comics #1032
“Warworld Rising,” part three! As the Superman family fights to keep the mysterious 
refugees alive, they find shocking answers about their lost colony. Meanwhile, Atlantis 
faces destruction by a host of supernaturally powerful sea kaiju, apparently created by 
the newfound “Warworld fragment”! As other world governments come to understand the 
devastating power Atlantis now possesses, tensions rise, and the threat of global war looms 
closer. As this goes on, back in Metropolis, the time-flung version of Midnighter digs deeper 
into Trojan’s dirty scheme.

written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON, 
MICHAEL W. CONRAD AND BECKY CLOONAN
art by DANIEL SAMPERE AND MICHAEL
AVON OEMING
cover by MIKEL JAŃIN  
variant cover by JULIAN TOTINO TEDESCO 
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $5.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

“WARWORLD  
RISING” CONTINUES!
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American Vampire 1976 #9
It’s the beginning of the end. With their numbers cut and only hours left before the Earth 
cracks and humanity is conquered, the VMS has exhausted every smart defensive strategy. 
Their last hope is a marathon of increasingly desperate Hail Marys—culminating in a high-
speed face-off with the Beast, freshly emerged from Hell in his terrifying final form. Before 
the score is settled, Travis taps into new powers to rally a surprising source of backup, Felicia 
takes control of the president’s nukes, Gus fights for freedom, and Skinner and Pearl rehearse 
an unthinkable farewell.

written by SCOTT SNYDER
art by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
Variant cover by JORGE FORNÉS
ON SALE 6/8/2021
AGES 17+
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

COMIC BOOKS
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Batman #109
Main Story: Mayor Nakano green-lights the Magistrate pilot program for Gotham City as 
Batman goes toe-to-toe with the augmented and bloodthirsty Peacekeeper-01! It’s a brutal 
battle for the ages, but what secrets does Harley Quinn hold about the man beneath the 
armor, Sean Mahoney? And how does this all play in to the Scarecrow’s hands?!                                                                                        
Backup: Ghost-Maker is fighting through incredible odds to reach the nefarious Madame 
Midas...but will his next opponent—BRAINSTORM—be impossible to overcome?!

written by JAMES TYNION IV
art by JORGE JIMENEZ AND RICARDO LOPEZ
ORTIZ
cover by JORGE JIMENEZ
variant cover by JOSHUA MIDDLETON
Pride card stock variant cover by JEN BARTEL 
1:25 variant cover by RICCARDO FEDERICI
$5.99 all variants
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$5.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC

44

variant cover

A BRUTAL BATTLE 
FOR THE AGES!

1:25 variant cover
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Batman: The Detective #3
Henri Ducard is a man of mystery with a checkered past and a complicated existence…but 
what deep connection does he have with Bruce Wayne? What lessons did he teach the man 
who would become Batman? Can Batman use these lessons to save Ducard’s life? Or will 
Equilibrium strike again?

written by TOM TAYLOR
art by ANDY KUBERT AND SANDRA HOPE
cover by ANDY KUBERT
card stock variant cover by ANDY KUBERT
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

FEATURES THE  
ALL-NEW VILLAIN  
EQUILIBRIUM!

variant cover
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Batman: Urban 
Legends #4

—The penultimate chapter of the Grifter story is here! Grifter’s walking a deadly line between 
Lucius Fox and HALO’S plan...can he survive the endgame? Oh, and yeah, now Superman is after 
him!

—As old wounds threaten to sabotage Batman and Red Hood’s investigation into the Cheerdrop 
drug turning Gotham City upside down, they run afoul of Gotham’s coldest criminal, MR. FREEZE! 
And the force behind the Cheerdrops will be banking on the former Dynamic Duo’s demise...

—TIM DRAKE has returned to the streets of Gotham City and is seeking a new purpose, but what 
he finds is a string of young adult kidnappings committed by someone known only as “the Chaos 
Monster.” Will Tim be able to get to the root of the kidnappings, or will he fall prey to them? 
Critically acclaimed Future State Robin Eternal writer Meghan Fitzmartin returns to tell this Tim 
Drake story with rising star artist Belén Ortega. 

—Acclaimed creator and actor Camrus Johnson writes an action-packed story featuring Luke 
Fox—the character he portrays on The CW’s hit television series Batwoman!

written by CHIP ZDARSKY, MATTHEW ROSENBERG, 
MEGHAN FITZMARTIN, AND CAMRUS JOHNSON
art by EDDY BARROWS, RYAN BENJAMIN,
MARCUS TO, AND BELÉN ORTEGA
cover by JORGE MOLINA
variant cover by IRVIN RODRIGUEZ
variant cover by DUSTIN NGUYEN
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$7.99 US | 64 PAGES | FC | Prestige | DC

variant cover

FEATURING TIM 
DRAKE AND GRIFTER!

THE DC WRITING 
DEBUT OF CAMRUS  
JOHNSON, THE ACTOR 
WHO PLAYS LUKE 
FOX ON THE CW’S 
BATWOMAN!

variant cover
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Batman/Superman #19
To thwart the apocalypse cascading across multiple realities, Batman and Superman must 
join forces with their counterparts and sojourn to strange lands! The World of the Knight and 
the World of Tomorrow are not the only two creations crafted by the sinister Auteur.io — and 
this nefarious cybernetic despot is hell-bent on at last crafting his own twisted notion of 
utopia. Join a list of all-star artists as we tour through the ARCHIVE OF WORLDS!

written by GENE LUEN YANG
art by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO, STEVE
LIEBER, DARICK ROBERTSON, AND KYLE
HOTZ
cover by IVAN REIS
variant cover by GREG CAPULLO
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

A WORLD-HOPPING, 
GENRE-BENDING 
ADVENTURE  
WRITTEN BY  
GENE LUEN YANG!

ART BY EMANUELA 
LUPACCHINO, STEVE 
LIEBER, DARICK 
ROBERTSON, AND 
KYLE HOTZ
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Catwoman #32
Who is Selina Kyle? That’s the question that Father Valley has taken to the streets to find out. 
From her humble beginnings as an Alleytown kid to her greatest heists as Catwoman, all will 
be revealed. Because when Father Valley asks a question, it’s best to answer...but when he’s 
already quoting verses, pray that it’s not already too late for you. Proverbs, 25:2.

written by RAM V
art by EVAN CAGLE
cover by ROBSON ROCHA
card stock variant cover by JENNY FRISON
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

A TALE OF HOLY TERROR 
WRITTEN BY AWARD 
WINNER RAM V AND 
DRAWN BY THE DC  
DEBUTING ARTIST  
EVAN CAGLE!
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Challenge of the Super Sons #3
The Super Sons are trapped in the past — locked in deadly combat with noted jerk and 
“worst person to ever be granted immortality” award recipient Vandal Savage! In this second 
installment of Superboy and Robin’s adventures in the past (before returning to the present 
to save the Justice League from certain death), you’ll witness a harrowing escape, a SUPER- 
ugly monster, and the origin of Rora, Jon and Damian’s spell-wielding ally! All this, plus Robin 
and Superboy’s continuing adventures in the here and now, as the boys rush to save Hawkgirl 
from a deadly gas attack!

written by PETER J. TOMASI
art by JORGE CORONA AND MAX RAYNOR
cover by SIMONE DI MEO
card stock variant cover by JAMAL CAMPBELL
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

GUEST-STARRING  
HAWKGIRL!
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Crime Syndicate #4
The world has been saved by the…Crime Syndicate?! With the Starro invaders vanquished, 
what’s next for Earth-3’s most notorious saviors? Can loose cannons Emerald Knight, Quick, 
and Atomica keep their cool? Will Ultraman accept Superwoman and Owlman’s tantalizing 
offer? And what is Alexander Luthor plotting as all these metahuman menaces run amok?
Here’s the REAL question of the month: Which heroes will join the LEGION OF JUSTICE?
In this issue’s backup story, witness the origin of the Emerald Knight, illustrated by superstar 
artist Bryan Hitch!

written by ANDY SCHMIDT
art by KIERAN McKEOWN, DEXTER VINES,
AND BRYAN HITCH
cover by HOWARD PORTER
card stock variant cover by 
KHARY RANDOLPH
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

FIRST APPEARANCE 
OF THE LEGION OF 
JUSTICE!

FEATURES THE  
ORIGIN OF EMERALD 
KNIGHT, ILLUSTRATED  
BY COMICS 
SUPERSTAR 
BRYAN HITCH!
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Detective Comics #1037
Public enemy number 1: BATMAN! Public enemy number 2: Bruce Wayne?! When both Bruce 
and his alter ego are implicated in the same crime, the cops have some questions — and the 
Dark Knight is going to have to think quick or risk his identity being exposed to the world! 
But law enforcement isn’t the only entity hunting the Bat—the titanic MR. WORTH is ready to 
use all his money and power to see Batman six feet under!  
Featuring not one, but TWO additional epics! First up, “3 minutes” explores the early days of 
Lucius Fox’s introduction to the world of Batman. Then, in “exclusive”, the Gotham Gazette’s 
own Deb Donovan runs down the power players in Gotham City! 

written by MARIKO TAMAKI AND JOHN
RIDLEY
art by VIKTOR BODANOVIC, JONATHAN
GLAPION, DUSTIN NGUYEN, AND KARL 
MOSTERT
cover by DAN MORA
card stock variant cover by LEE BERMEJO
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant $5.99 US 

variant cover

BATMAN VS.  
MR. WORTH!

WRITTEN BY MARIKO 
TAMAKI AND  
ACADEMY AWARD 
WINNER JOHN  
RIDLEY

ART BY VIKTOR  
BOGDANOVIC, 
DUSTIN NGUYEN, 
AND KARL MOSTERT
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Detective Comics #1038
An epic battle is taking place in Gotham City...below the city streets?! Batman and MR. 
WORTH are locked in a deadly duel involving a rocket launcher, a micro-cave subterranean 
system, and a whole lot of bloody knuckles. Can Huntress save Lady Clayface before the 
entire city collapses from underneath itself? Plus: the insidious VILE makes his move, and boy 
is it UGLY...  
FEATURING “MARCH OF THE PENGUIN”: Gotham’s seediest gangster is looking to take 
advantage of the unrest in the city, and the Penguin is finally ready to make his move!  

written by MARIKO TAMAKI AND MEGHAN
FITZMARTIN
art by VIKTOR BOGDANOVIC, JONATHAN
GLAPION, AND KARL MOSTERT
cover by DAN MORA
card stock variant cover by LEE BERMEJO
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant $5.99 US

variant cover

FEATURES A  
PENGUIN BONUS 
STORY!

BATMAN VS.  
MR. WORTH!
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Far Sector #12
When Jo Mullein left Earth for parts unknown, little did she know she’d end up becoming a 
Green Lantern at the farthest outpost in the known universe, dealing with a complex culture 
that was about to have its first murder in centuries. Investigating that death unearthed a 
lot of secrets and made her a lot of enemies, and it all comes to a head in this rousing final 
issue. Written by multiple Hugo Award winner N.K. Jemisin and drawn by Naomi co-creator 
Jamal Campbell, this epic space adventure is one you will want to read over and over again. 

written by N.K. JEMISIN
art by JAMAL CAMPBELL
cover by JAMAL CAMPBELL
card stock variant cover by JEN BARTEL
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | 12 (OF 12) | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

LOOK FOR JO 
MULLEIN IN THIS 
MONTH’S  
GREEN LANTERN!
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Future State: Gotham #2
Tragedy has brought Gotham City to its knees. Countless people are dead, seemingly at the 
hands of the Next Batman. Gotham demands justice, and Red Hood has vowed to answer 
their call. Even if that means beating his way through Nightwing and the rest of the Bat-
Family to do it.

written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON AND
DENNIS CULVER
art by GIANNIS MILONOGIANNIS
cover by LADRÖNN
card stock variant cover by DERRICK CHEW
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

STARS THE RED HOOD AND  
THE FUTURE STATE HEROES  
OF GOTHAM CITY

FEATURES STUNNING 
BLACK-AND-WHITE 
ARTWORK BY  
GIANNIS  
MILONOGIANNIS
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Green Lantern #3
Stranded in a Dark Sector with no rings and no backup, John Stewart is out of options, his 
back against the wall. After the Central Power Battery dies, John must live long enough to 
gather the surviving Green Lanterns and find a way home, while one of the newest Green 
Lanterns, Far Sector's Jo Mullein navigates a host of unknown dangers on the Green Lanterns’ 
homeworld of Oa, as she works to uncover the cause of the battery’s collapse and who was 
behind it.

written by GEOFFREY THORNE
art by TOM RANEY AND MARCO SANTUCCI
cover by BERNARD CHANG
card stock variant cover by BRYAN HITCH
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $5.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

STARS JO MULLEIN 
FROM FAR SECTOR 
AND JOHN STEWART

HOW WILL THE GREEN 
LANTERNS SURVIVE 
WITHOUT THE  
CENTRAL BATTERY?!
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FEATURES SOLOMON 
GRUNDY AND HUGO 
STRANGE
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Harley Quinn #4
I may be in the sewer, but you better get your mind outta the gutter! That rhymin’ zombie 
known as Solomon Grundy ain’t happy that I’m in his domain (but to be fair...it’s also Killer 
Croc’s domain too, there’s a lotta sewer dwellers in Gotham). Grundy’s either going to 
welcome me with open arms or crush me! And I can’t let that happen, 'cause Kevin’s at the 
mercy of Hugo Strange. Hugo’s going to do everything in his power to break Kevin and turn 
him against me, I hope in our brief time together, Kevin’s learned a little perseverance! Don’t 
miss this one! We’ve got really great variant covers! 

written by STEPHANIE PHILLIPS
art by RILEY ROSSMO AND JAY LEISTEN
cover by RILEY ROSSMO
Pride card stock variant covers by KRIS ANKA
card stock variant cover by DERRICK CHEW
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

pride variant cover

variant cover
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Justice League #62
The Justice League! The biggest heroes! The biggest threats! With their powers out of control 
and trapped on a world they do not understand, the League must band together like never 
before. Queen Hippolyta is forced to confront her new destiny. All this and a last page so 
shocking that it will have fans of Naomi screaming! 
Meanwhile, in our bonus story, the Justice League Dark are trapped in the Library of Babel, 
where they are learning the hard way that the pen is mightier than their swords. Elsewhere, 
Merlin sets his sights on a lost city that hides the key to his violent delights. Could this mean 
a violent end for all? 

written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS AND
RAM V
art by DAVID MARQUEZ, XERMANICO
cover by DAVID MARQUEZ
card stock variant cover by HOWARD 
PORTER
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $5.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

DON’T MISS THE 
SHOCKING FINAL 
PAGE!

WRITTEN BY BRIAN 
MICHAEL BENDIS 
WITH ART BY DAVID 
MARQUEZ AND  
XERMANICO
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INCLUDES  A JUSTICE 
LEAGUE DARK BONUS 
STORY
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Justice League #63
The Trial of Naomi commences! After the shocking events of the last few issues of Justice 
League, the team is forced to confront its larger issues as a group and the responsibilities the 
League has to the world where they live versus the Multiverse at large. Guest stars galore as 
Justice League members from the past come to give guidance for the future. Naomi’s fate is 
revealed. Black Adam joining the Justice League becomes public, and the fallout is surprising. 
And what cosmic secret is Hawkgirl carrying with her? 
Meanwhile, the Justice League Dark must rely on the wit of John Constantine to make their 
way back to the real world, which is slowly losing its grip with Merlin ready to remake it in 
his image. Little do they know, a knight from the sorcerer’s past is the key to stopping him 
once and for all. Will she survive long enough to help our heroes? 

written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS AND
RAM V
art by DAVID MARQUEZ AND XERMANICO
cover by DAVID MARQUEZ
card stock variant cover by DAN PANOSIAN
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $5.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

THE TRIAL OF NAOMI!
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Justice League: Last Ride #2
The League needs to prevent galactic upheaval by protecting a ruthless killer, and the 
only way to do that is to visit the scene of their greatest failure! But can Superman ignore 
the ghosts of the past to do what’s needed?

written by CHIP ZDARSKY
art by MIGUEL MENDONÇA
cover by DARICK ROBERTSON 
variant cover by INHYUK LEE 
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

THE LEAGUE 
HAS BEEN 
BROKEN...FIND 
OUT WHAT 
WENT DOWN 
ON APOKOLIPS 
HERE!
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WRITTEN AND 
ILLUSTRATED BY 
DARICK ROBERTSON, 
CO-CREATOR OF THE 
BOYS

60

Legends of the Dark Knight #2
DARICK ROBERTSON’S EPIC “BAD NIGHT, GOOD KNIGHT” CONTINUES! The Joker has been 
poisoned. Batman has a choice to make: Does he let his ultimate enemy live or die? The 
perfect riddle for The Riddler to sink his teeth into! Batman receives a sinister clue that 
leads him into a new death trap, but...it looks like a new quizzical force might be at work in 
Gotham City looking to undermine Batman and get their hands on the toxins every villain 
in the city is fighting over! 

written by DARICK ROBERTSON
art by DARICK ROBERTSON
cover by DARICK ROBERTSON AND DIEGO
RODRIGUEZ
card stock variant cover by RILEY ROSSMO 
1:25 variant cover by RICCARDO FEDERICI
SALE 6/15/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

1:25 variant cover

 open order variant cover
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THE EPIC FINALE!
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Man-Bat #5
Man-Bat has been hunted by the Suicide Squad, beaten to a pulp by Batman, shot at by the 
police and terrorized by Scarecrow. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! In this explosive conclusion to the 
tragic tale of Man-Bat, Kirk Langstrom will need to fight off the hordes that hound him, 
rescue his loved ones from the clutches of a madman, and do it all before the Man-Bat serum 
coursing through his veins eats him alive from the inside out. Do not miss this epic final act! 

written by DAVE WIELGOSZ
art by SUMIT KUMAR
cover by SUMIT KUMAR
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
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Mister Miracle: The Source of Freedom #2
After the shocking events of issue #1, Shilo is suddenly on the run from a powerful new 
enemy who believes the Mister Miracle mantle belongs to them. With his career in shambles, 
his apartment destroyed, and no real understanding of what’s happening, Shilo must fight 
his way out of an unwinnable situation and track down secrets held by his mentor and friend, 
the first Mister Miracle, Thaddeus Brown!  

written by BRANDON EASTON
art by FICO OSSIO
cover by YANICK PAQUETTE
card stock variant cover by FICO OSSIO
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | 2 (OF 6) | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

WRITTEN BY  
BRANDON EASTON 
WITH ART  
BY FICO OSSIO

THE FIGHT FOR THE 
MIRACLE MANTLE 
CONTINUES! 
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Nightwing #81
Dick Grayson trades out his escrima sticks for a magnifying glass and a sleuth hat to 
investigate Blüdhaven’s new mayor, Melinda Zucco, and find out how the daughter of the 
man who murdered Dick’s parents came to power in Nightwing’s city. But his investigative 
adventure is cut short when he comes face to face with the most horrendous villain in the 
history of Blüdhaven—HEARTLESS. 

written by TOM TAYLOR
art by BRUNO REDONDO
cover by BRUNO REDONDO
Pride card stock variant cover by TRAVIS
MOORE $4.99 US| FC | DC
variant cover by RAFAEL GRASSETTI 
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC

variant cover

pride variant cover

WITNESS  
NIGHTWING’S FIRST  
ENCOUNTER WITH 
HEARTLESS, THE 
MOST SINISTER 
VILLAIN BLÜDHAVEN 
HAS EVER KNOWN!
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Represent! #1 CELEBRATING POWERFUL VOICES: COLLECTING ISSUES #1-7 OF THE REVOLUTIONARY DIGITAL-FIRST SERIES! 

New voices present relevant, topical visions of social change and personal histories, some true-to-life while 
others are semi-fictionalized accounts of real experiences. All have one thing in common—innovative styles 
and compelling stories which examine how our culture builds understanding, tracing society’s arc toward 
justice as we evolve in pursuit of a more just and compassionate world. Includes talent spotlights. Jules, a 
Black teenager, is given a pair of old binoculars as he heads out for a morning of birdwatching in Central Park. 
He soon learns the binoculars show him a lot more than birds, and maybe they keep him safe, too.  Jesse 
Holland’s Mississippi farm has been in his family since their first ancestor was freed from slavery—tended by 
his grandfather and his father before him. But as Jesse grows into a man, he’s unsure if a patch of land in the 
Piney Woods and a life of tilling soil is his true destiny. But destiny can mean so much more than dirt and a 
tractor…Lanice’s passion for cooking and desire for a career in the culinary arts are challenged by the source of 
her inspiration—her father—who is concerned about his only daughter working in a kitchen, like so many Black 
Americans before her. This and many more!

written by CHRISTIAN COOPER, JESSE
HOLLAND, REGINE SAWYER, NADIRA
JAMERSON, TARA ROBERTS, DOMINIKE
“DOMO” STANTON, AND ONYEKACHI AKALONU
art by ALITHA MARTINEZ, DOUG BRAITHWAITE,
ERIC BATTLE, BRITTNEY WILLIAMS, YANCEY
LABAT, DOMINIKE “DOMO” STANTON,
VALENTINE DE LANDRO, AND OTHERS 
cover by DARRAN ROBINSON 
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$9.99 US | 80 PAGES | Prestige | FC | DC

STORIES OF  
PERSONAL  
EXPERIENCES, 
UNHEARD VOICES, 
AND SOCIAL  
REVOLUTION!
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DAMIAN WAYNE’S 
ULTIMATE  
COMPETITION:  
REVEALED!
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Robin #3
It’s a beach party from hell! Robin’s mission to get to the heart of the League of Lazarus's 
inner workings has left him once again locked in combat with his fellow fighters, but never 
did Damian Wayne think it would lead to a beach-blanket cookout. What’s more dangerous 
than a life-or-death struggle for the all-or-nothing prize of immortality? Well, for Damian, 
it’s acting like a normal teenager for five minutes. And don’t miss the surprise confrontation 
with Damian’s number 1 competition, a mysterious fighter trained by the League of Shadows! 

written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON
art by GLEB MELNIKOV
cover by GLEB MELNIKOV
card stock variant cover by FRANCIS
MANAPUL
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

variant cover



WRITTEN BY  
TOM KING WITH 
STRIKING ART BY 
JORGE FORNÉS

SPOTLIGHT

66

Rorschach #9
The detective has found where the source of this tragedy began. Where Laura learned 
to shoot, a place where she not only learned to kill but also has killed, and where she 
brought Rorschach to turn him into an assassin as well. As the timelines crisscross, the 
man trying to undo this mess only falls deeper into it.

written by TOM KING
art by JORGE FORNÉS
cover by JORGE FORNÉS
card stock variant cover by 
FRANCESCO MATTINA
ON SALE 6/8/2021 
AGES 17+
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | 9 (OF 12) | DC

variant cover
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WORLDS COLLIDE AS 
THE DC  HEROES  
APPEARIN THE 
WORLD OF RWBY!

67

RWBY/Justice League #3
Ruby and Bruce head to the Faunus Quarter to investigate reports of a red-and-gold blur. But 
things quickly get out of hand as the blur runs circles around the pair of heroes! Meanwhile, 
Weiss and Diana infiltrate the Schnee Dust Company and discover a half-man, half-
automaton. Can they earn the Cyborg’s trust, or will they be assimilated into the circuitry?!

written by MARGUERITE BENNETT
art by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO AND WADE
VON GRAWBADGER
cover by MIRKA ANDOLFO
card stock variant cover by SIMONE DI MEO
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC
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THE GHOST 
OF JOHNNY 
APPLESEED!
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Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? #110
It’s a beautiful day at Sunshine Citrus Grove, and the gang can’t wait to snack on the 
delicious fruit that is ripe for the picking! That is, until the appearance of the ghost of Johnny 
Appleseed threatens to close down the orchard for good. Can Mystery Inc. find a way to trap 
the ghost before it’s too late?

written by SHOLLY FISCH
art by RANDY ELLIOTT
cover by RANDY ELLIOTT
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$2.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
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Sensational Wonder Woman #4
No problem is too big for Wonder Woman, but this one may just be beyond even her powers—
someone is trying to control the weather itself! But as Wonder Woman pursues this mysterious 
miscreant from Washington, D.C., to the icy Arctic, she realizes the plot runs even deeper than 
she imagined…

written by CORINNA BECHKO
art and cover by DANI
variant cover by MEGHAN HETRICK 
$4.99 US| FC | DC
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC

WONDER WOMAN IN 
THE DEEP FREEZE!

variant cover
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RED X FROM TEEN 
TITANS ACADEMY 
TARGETS THE SQUAD!
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Suicide Squad #4
Task Force X missed its opportunity to extract a new speedster from Teen Titans Academy, 
but they return with a prize just as valuable—Red X. But the tables quickly turn when it 
becomes apparent the Squad’s newest target may have planned his own capture. Now 
hunted by X, the Squad begins to drop one by one, leaving team leader Amanda Waller 
scrambling for bargaining chips.

written by ROBBIE THOMPSON
art by EDUARDO PANSICA
cover by EDUARDO PANSICA
card stock variant cover by GERALD PAREL
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

variant cover
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Superman #32
The end of “The One Who Fell”! Superman and Superboy were duped by the old divide-and-
conquer routine, which is especially dangerous on a faraway planet where you can’t tell 
who your enemy is. As the Shadowbreed makes their big move, Superman discovers what 
happened to the friend who originally sent the distress beacon that lured him and his son 
across the galaxy. Let’s just hope it’s not an answer that came too late! Elsewhere, back 
home on Earth, Jimmy Olsen leads his misfit team on the hunt for the sinister Projectress.

written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON AND 
SEAN LEWIS
art by SCOTT GODLEWSKI AND SAMI BASRI
cover by JOHN TIMMS
Pride card stock variant cover by DAVID
TALASKI $5.99 US | FC | DC
card stock variant cover by INHYUK LEE
$5.99 US | FC | DC
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC

variant cover

variant cover

THE FINALE TO “THE 
ONE WHO FELL”
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FEATURING STORIES 
BY MARK WAID, 
FRANCIS MANAPUL, 
JOSHUA WILLIAMSON, 
AND MORE!
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Superman: Red & Blue #4
This month our cover star Bizarro leaves the Red & Blue family by not being in 
a story all about his very own birthday. Which of course means we definitely 
have a story in here about Bizarro’s birthday, as well as four more about the 
Man of Steel himself, including one about a social media star who inspires a 
very dangerous trend in Metropolis that nearly runs Superman ragged. Also, 
learn the story of how Jimmy Olsen was able to take what became his very 
favorite picture of Superman. These fantastic tales feature some of the best 
writers and artists in the business, only using Superman’s special colors to 
make them come alive!

written by MARK WAID, FRANCIS MANAPUL, JOSHUA
WILLIAMSON, MICHAEL W. CONRAD AND RICH DOUEK
art by FRANCIS MANAPUL, CHRIS SPROUSE,
CULLY HAMNER, JOE QUINONES AND AUDREY MOK
cover by JOHN ROMITA JR. AND KLAUS JANSON
card stock variant cover by WALTER SIMONSON
card stock variant cover by ALEXANDER LOZANO
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$5.99 US | 40 PAGES | 4 (OF 6) | Prestige | DC

variant cover

variant cover
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Teen Titans Academy #4
Who is RED X? The students of Titans Academy want to know, and they want to know NOW! 
After the infiltration of the school by the Suicide Squad, three unlikely students launch their 
own investigation into the mysterious figure’s true identity and motivation. What they find is 
shocking and surprising, if any of it is actually true!

written by TIM SHERIDAN
art by STEVE LIEBER
cover by RAFA SANDAVOL
variant cover by PHILIP TAN
Pride card stock variant cover by
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

RED X CHALLENGED 
BY THE TITANS!

variant cover
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GUEST-STARRING ACE 
THE BAT-HOUND!

74

The Batman & Scooby-Doo Mysteries #3
The hit new series teaming Batman with Mystery Inc. finds the heroes mixed and matched in 
surprising ways! Why does Batman join forces with Scooby-Doo, while Shaggy partners with 
Ace the Bat-Hound? All clues lead to the Gotham City Dog Show, where a special guest villain 
won’t let Batman stay a “two-dog knight” for long!

written by IVAN COHEN
art by DARIO BRIZUELA
cover by DARIO BRIZUELA
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$2.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC



75

The Dreaming: Waking Hours #11
written by G. WILLOW WILSON
art and cover by NICK ROBLES AND M.K.
PERKER
cover by MARGUERITE SAUVAGE
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES  | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
AGES 17+ 

The time has come for a revolution in the realm of Faerie—but do Heather After and Jophiel 
have the power to make it happen by themselves if Ruin, lost in his own regrets, has fled 
back into the safety of the Dreaming? The Unseelie Court and their deadly allies certainly 
don’t think so…

COMIC BOOKS

“FEELS LIKE A 
CONTEMPORARY 
VERSION OF WHAT 
GAIMAN HAD 
ACHIEVED WITH  
THE SANDMAN.” 

– THE HOLLYWOOD  
REPORTER
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The Flash #771
The Legion of Doom, Teen Titans Academy, Max Mercury’s Wild West origins, and more! Wally 
West’s leaps from speedster to speedster throughout time draws to a close as he begins to 
realize why he’s been sent on his quest by the Speed Force and what might be behind it. But 
with one last stop before he’s allowed to go home, will this journey break Wally forever or 
return him to glory? 

written by JEREMY ADAMS
art by BRANDON PETERSON, FERNANDO
PASARIN, BRYAN HITCH AND SCOTT
KOLLINS, KEVIN MAGUIRE
cover by BRANDON PETERSON
card stock variant cover by BRETT BOOTH
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US| FC | DC

variant cover

THIS EXCITING SAGA 
CONCLUDES IN THIS 
MONTH’S FLASH  
ANNUAL!
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THE CLOWN PRINCE 
OF CRIME VS.  
EVERYONE!
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The Joker #4
Main story: It’s murder and mayhem in the jungles of South America with 
pits The Joker pitted against everyone hunting him! He’s prepared for 
this massacre in a way that only the Clown Prince of Crime can…but what 
secret does he whisper to Jim Gordon as the bullets fly?! What is the TRUE 
mystery?! 

written by JAMES TYNION IV (MAIN STORY);
JAMES TYNION IV AND SAM JOHNS (BACKUP)
art by GUILLEM MARCH (MAIN STORY); MIRKA ANDOLFO
(BACKUP)
cover by GUILLEM MARCH
variant covers by LUCIO PARRILLO
variant cover by EJIKURE
1:25 variant cover by RICCARDO FEDERICI
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$5.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC

variant cover

variant cover

INCLUDES A  
PUNCHLINE  
BONUS STORY
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THE ORIGIN OF THE 
NEW DARK KNIGHT 
CONTINUES!

78

The Next Batman: Second Son #3
The homecoming for Tim “Jace” Fox has been rocky at best, but things are about to get a 
whole lot worse as he must face up to the mistake that drove him from Gotham a decade 
ago! SECRETS WILL BE REVEALED! And Batwing faces overwhelming odds against Ratcatcher...
will he survive the ambush?

written by JOHN RIDLEY
art by TRAVEL FOREMAN 
cover by DOUG BRAITHWAITE
card stock variant cover by RYAN BENJAMIN
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $5.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

WRITTEN BY  
ACADEMY AWARD  
WINNER JOHN  
RIDLEY
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JOURNEY TO THE 
CENTER OF THE GREEN
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The Swamp Thing #4
Still trapped within the Green, Levi and Jennifer have encountered its denizens, both friendly 
and vile. But something is terribly wrong within the Green itself, and its origins may be closer 
to home than Levi thinks. As Swamp Thing, he must now use lessons learned to embrace his 
power and bring peace. But is he already too late? Have the seeds of discontent already been 
planted for the contagion to enter our world?

written by RAM V
art by MIKE PERKINS 
cover by MIKE PERKINS AND MIKE SPICER
card stock variant cover by GERARDO
ZAFFINO
ON SALE 6/1/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover
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YARA FLOR HAS  
ARRIVED, AND 
THINGS WILL NEVER 
BE THE SAME!

80

Wonder Girl #2
After receiving a sacred gift from the gods of Brazil, our hero seems destined for great things. 
Little does she know,  another pantheon has been watching her as well. Hera, queen of 
the Greek gods, has chosen Yara to become her latest champion. But what need does the 
goddess have for a warrior of her own? Find out in this stirring second issue!

written by JOËLLE JONES
art by JOËLLE JONES
cover by JOËLLE JONES
Pride card stock variant cover by KEVIN
WADA
card stock variant cover by WILL MURAI
ON SALE 6/15/2021
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

variant cover

variant cover
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THE AMAZON  
WARRIOR VS.  
THE VALKYRIES!
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Wonder Woman #773
All the treacherous roads of Asgard have led here…the fortress of the Valkyries! These 
deciders of death on the battlefield have grown tired of the ways of their world and have 
turned it upside down to remake it in their image. Can Wonder Woman broker peace 
between these mighty maidens and the men whose fate lies in their hands? This has the 
makings of a war our hero may never win! 
Meanwhile, in the Themyscira of old, Diana puts her quest to find the missing texts on 
hold to visit with Magala, the oldest Amazon on the island. Shunned by her sisters, this 
keeper of the Well of Souls has secrets to share, and our young hero is there to listen!

written by BECKY CLOONAN, MICHAEL W.
CONRAD, AND JORDIE BELLAIRE
art by TRAVIS MOORE, PAULINA GANUCHEAU
cover by TRAVIS MOORE
card stock variant cover by JOSHUA MIDDLETON
$5.99 US| FC | DC
Pride card stock variant cover by PAULINA
GANUCHEAU $5.99 US | FC | DC
ON SALE 6/8/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC

variant cover
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Wonder Woman #774
Olympus has fallen! With the kingdom of the gods in ruins, Wonder Woman finds that only 
two remain, wounded and abandoned by one of their own! The rest of the Olympians are 
dead and now it’s up to Diana to travel to the Graveyard of the Gods to recover their souls. 
Seems like even in the afterlife there is no rest for our hero. Will she ever be able to take her 
rightful place in the Greek pantheon? Or is she doomed to roam the realm for the rest  
of eternity? 
Meanwhile, in Diana’s past, our young hero comes into contact with Man’s World for the 
first time. After deciding to read one of the missing texts, she becomes enamored with the 
story it tells. Now her teacher Clio must bring the princess back to reality or lose her pupil for 
good! 

written by BECKY CLOONAN, MICHAEL W.
CONRAD, JORDIE BELLAIRE
art by ANDY MacDONALD AND PAULINA
GANUCHEAU
cover by TRAVIS MOORE
card stock variant cover by JOSHUA
MIDDLETON
ON SALE 6/22/2021
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
card stock variant cover $5.99 US | FC | DC

WILL SHE TAKE HER 
PLACE IN THE  
PANTHEON OF  
GREEK GODS?
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Batman: The Dark Prince Charming TP
When a young mother and her daughter appear on Bruce Wayne’s doorstep, the famously 
wealthy playboy is rocked by the news that they bring. Then, when the child is suddenly 
kidnapped by the Joker, Batman must plunge deep into Gotham City’s underworld to track 
her down and foil The Clown Prince of Crime’s twisted plan. But what is the secret that 
connects these archetypal antagonists to this strange and mysterious young girl--and why 
does her case seem so deeply personal to both of them?
Acclaimed European comics creator Enrico Marini (Eagles of Rome, The Scorpion, Gypsy) 
makes his American comics debut with this stunning graphic novel showcasing his unique 
interpretations of Gotham City’s most famous heroes and villains. Collecting the lushly 
painted two-volume original series, this edition of Batman: The Dark Prince Charming features 
an introduction as well as a new sketchbook section by the artist. Collects Batman: The Dark 
Prince Charming #1-2.

written by ENRICO MARINI
art by ENRICO MARINI
cover by ENRICO MARINI
ON SALE 7/20/2021
$17.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
8 1/8' x 12 1/4'
ISBN: 9781779510211

WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED 
BY ACCLAIMED EUROPEAN 
CREATOR ENRICO MARINI  
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DCeased: Unkillables TP
Discover what the villains of the DC Universe did during the events of DCeased!
From the hit series DCeased comes a villain’s story about survival during the zombie 
apocalypse!
Vandal Savage hasn’t lived for thousands of years without being prepared. Seconds after the 
Anti-Life virus breaks out, he has already made contact and begun to assemble a team of 
people to help him ride out the end of the world. Some of the world’s greatest mercenaries 
and fighters are brought to his side, all tasked to protect Savage. All Vandal can offer them is 
survival.
Collects DCeased: Unkillables #1-3.

written by TOM TAYLOR
art by KARL MOSTERT
cover by HOWARD PORTER
ON SALE 7/13/2021
$17.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779505965

WRITTEN BY TOM 
TAYLOR WITH  
STUNNING ART BY 
KARL MOSTERT 
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Future State Batman: Dark Detective TP
DISCOVER THE DARK DESTINY OF GOTHAM CITY!

In the not-too-distant future, a sinister force has invaded the city of Gotham, and it’s a 
power unlike any the Bat-Family has faced before. The Magistrate controls everything, 
and their constant surveillance leaves Gothamites with nowhere to hide…even in their 
own homes. Where did the Magistrate come from? And who can stop them? To make 
matters worse, in their path to total takeover, the Magistrate has killed Batman! Or 
have they? 

With Bruce Wayne off the grid, it’s up to his remaining friends and allies to help stave 
off the brutality of the Magistrate—or die trying! 

This action-packed volume of the Future State saga collects Future State: Dark Detective 
#1-4, Future State: Red Hood #1-2, Future State: Batman/Superman #1-2, Future State: 
Catwoman #1-2, Future State: Harley Quinn #1-2, and Future State: Robin Eternal #1-2. 

written by MARIKO TAMAKI, JOSHUA WILLIAMSON, GENE
LUEN YANG, RAM V, STEPHANIE PHILLIPS AND MEGHAN
FITZMARTIN
art by DAN MORA, GIANNIS MILONOGIANNIS, BEN OLIVER,
SCOTT McDANIEL, STEPHEN SEGOVIA, OTTO SCHMIDT,
SIMONE DI MEO, TONI INFANTE, EDDY BARROWS AND 
EBER FERREIRA
cover by DAN MORA
ON SALE 7/6/2021
$34.99 US | 344 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8” x 10 3/16”

BY EISNER AWARD 
WINNER MARIKO 
TAMAKI
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Future State: Suicide Squad TP
A glimpse into the possible future of the DC Universe reveals stories filled with dark turns, 
darker actions, and dark possibilities for heroes and villains alike.
The future of the Suicide Squad sees the clandestine team hunting its former leader—
Amanda Waller—on Earth-3. The once young and optimistic Teen Titans face some of 
the former students of Titans Academy as they team with Red X for one last chance at 
redemption. Picking up on those events, Shazam hides a mysterious secret he’s held since his 
time at Titans Academy, while trying to undo a literal deal with the devil. Even further in the 
future, the world sits cold and dead with few survivors braving its barren wastelands. Can 
a new Swamp Thing help humanity regain a foothold, or will it extinguish the last flames of 
hope? 

written by ROBBIE THOMPSON, JEREMY
ADAMS, TIM SHERIDAN, AND RAM V
art by JAVIER FERNANDEZ, FERNANDO
PASARIN, RAFA SANDOVAL, EDUARDO
PANSICA, AND MIKE PERKINS
cover by JAVIER FERNANDEZ
ON SALE 7/13/2021
$19.99 US | 240 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510723

NOT FINAL ART
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Future State: Wonder Woman TP
What does the future hold for Wonder Woman? Quite a lot! This collection brings together all 
the adventures of Wonder Woman from DC’s Future State event. First up is Nubia, the finest 
Amazon warrior, who heads out on her own to gather magical relics before Grail can get them 
and use their combined powers to cause some unholy mischief. Then, down in Brazil, Yara 
Flor takes a journey into Hell to save one of her fallen sisters. She also finds the time to team 
up with Jonathan Kent, the next Superman, to help the sun retain his supremacy as the ruler 
of the sky. Finally, long after all her friends and allies have fallen, Diana Prince must make 
one last stand against the Undoing, a malevolent force that threatens to pull the universe 
apart. 

written by BECKY CLOONAN, MICHAEL W.
CONRAD, JOËLLE JONES, L.L. McKINNEY,
AND DAN WATTERS
art by JEN BARTEL, JOËLLE JONES, ALITHA
MARTINEZ, AND LEILA DEL DUCA
cover by JEN BARTEL
ON SALE 7/20/2021
$19.99 US | 200 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510747

FEATURES THE DEBUT 
OF YARA FLOR, THE 
NEW WONDER GIRL! 
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Justice League Unlimited: Girl Power TP
Eight action-packed adventures featuring the incredible women of the DC Universe! When 
a Justice League mission goes bad, can Supergirl and Mary Marvel step in to save the day? 
Meanwhile, Wonder Woman battles the Cheetah while Natasha Irons takes on a robot attack. 
Then, it’s a true “Battle of the Sexes” when Wonder Woman’s Amazon sisters suddenly turn 
against Man’s World! 
Collects Adventures in the DC Universe #3-6, #9; Justice League Adventures #4; Justice League 
Unlimited #20-22, #35-42.

written by VARIOUS
art by VARIOUS
cover by TY TEMPLETON
ON SALE 7/6/2021
$9.99 US | 152 PAGES | FC | DC
5 1/2' x 8'
ISBN: 9781779510150

BASED ON THE  
ANIMATED SERIES 
NOW AVAILABLE  
ON HBO MAX 
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OMAC: One Man Army Corps by Jack Kirby TP
One of Jack Kirby’s final projects for DC Comics in the 1970s presents a dystopian future in 
which ordinary people are pushed to violence to relieve their stress, and a corporate nobody 
called Buddy Blank is recruited by the Global Peace Agency to become the super-powered 
being known as OMAC— the One Man Army Corps.
In these tales from the 1970s, Jack Kirby introduces OMAC! Powered by the sentient satellite 
known as Brother Eye, OMAC has been charged by the Global Peace Agency with stopping 
the evil schemes of power-hungry millionaires who seek to exploit those less fortunate than 
them. It’s a vision of the future unlike any you’ve seen before!
OMAC: One Man Army Corps by Jack Kirby collects the complete eight-issue Kirby OMAC saga, 
along with an introduction by Kirby! 

written by JACK KIRBY
art by JACK KIRBY WITH D. BRUCE BERRY
AND MIKE ROYER
cover by JACK KIRBY
ON SALE 8/3/2021
$19.99 US | 184 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8'x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510266

WRITTEN AND ILLUS-
TRATED BY JACK “THE 
KING” KIRBY
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Preacher: The 25th Anniversary Omnibus Vol. 2 HC
A masterpiece of violence, depravity, love, and redemption, writer Garth Ennis and artist 
Steve Dillon’s Preacher follows the Reverend Jesse Custer on his epic quest to track down 
an absent God and force Him to answer for the sufferings of His creation. Acclaimed by fans 
and critics alike, this groundbreaking title shattered conventions and set new standards for 
American comics during its original run. 
This second of two weighty tomes collects Preacher #34-66, Preacher Special: One Man’s War 
#1, Preacher Special: The Good Old Boys #1, Preacher Special: The Story of You-Know-Who #1, 
and Preacher Special: Tall in the Saddle #1. This volume features a brand-new introduction by 
Jimmy Palmiotti and Amanda Conner, as well as highlights from Preacher’s infamous Gone 
to Texas letters column, a special photo gallery of Preacher collectibles, and other rarities 
unearthed from the series’ archives.

written by GARTH ENNIS
art by STEVE DILLON WITH JOHN McCREA,
CARLOS EZQUERRA, RICHARD CASE, AND
PETER SNEJBJERG
cover by GLENN FABRY
ON SALE 8/31/2021
$125.00 US | 1104 PAGES | FC | DC Black Label
AGES 17+
7 1/16' x 10 7/8'
ISBN: 9781779510372

WRITTEN BY GARTH  
ENNIS, THE CO-CREATOR 
OF “THE BOYS”
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Suicide Squad: Their Greatest Shots TP
The ultimate graphic novel companion to the high-octane, highly anticipated Suicide Squad 
movie coming in 2021!
Featuring everyone’s favorite DC antiheroes--from Harley Quinn to Captain Boomerang--
this collection is sure to thrill any fan seeking more high-stakes black-ops missions where no 
one is safe! Ranging from classic adventures by John Ostrander to contemporary tales with 
art by Jim Lee--all the comics heavy hitters who’ve shaped the Squad are featured in this 
collection!
Collects Suicide Squad #10 (1987), Suicide Squad #15 (2012), Suicide Squad #22 (2013), Suicide 
Squad: Rebirth #1 (2016), Suicide Squad #16 (2017), Suicide Squad #20 (2017), Suicide Squad #47 
(2018), and Suicide Squad Special: War Crimes #1 (2016).

written by VARIOUS
art by VARIOUS
ON SALE 7/13/2021
$12.99 US | 200 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510730

TIMED WITH THE  
RELEASE OF THE  
“SUICIDE SQUAD” MOVIE 
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED 
BY JAMES GUNN 

NOT FINAL ART
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Supergirl Adventures: Girl of Steel TP
Supergirl takes the spotlight in this collection of adventures that prove she is much more 
than a sidekick!
Discover the events that prepare Supergirl to face her past fears and embrace her future. 
Throughout this collection, witness Supergirl team up with Superman and the Justice League 
to confront treacherous encounters with some of DC’s most notorious villains, like General 
Zod, Lex Luthor, and Darkseid.
Join the adventure as Kara gets accustomed to life on Earth and fulfills her desire to help the 
world.
Collects Superman Adventures #21, #39, #52, and Justice League Unlimited #7.

written by EVAN DORKIN, SARAH DYER,
MARK MILLAR AND ADAM BEECHEN
art by BRET BLEVINS, TERRY AUSTIN, ALUIR
AMANCIO AND ETHEN BEAVERS
cover by BRUCE TIMM
ON SALE 8/3/2021
$9.99 US | 128 PAGES | FC | DC
5 1/2' x 8'
ISBN: 9781779510259

BASED ON THE  
SUPERMAN ANIMATED 
SERIES NOW AVAILABLE 
ON HBO MAX
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Superman: Man of Tomorrow Vol. 1: Hero of Metropolis TP
No matter how many times Superman saves Metropolis, there’s always some devious plot in 
the works! Robert Venditti brings a new take on some of Superman’s most famous villains. 
From Toyman to Metallo, the Man of Steel faces them all—but with a familiar foe watching 
his every move, will he be able to save the city he loves? Collected for the first time ever in 
print Superman: Man of Tomorrow #1-6 and #11-15!

written by ROBERT VENDITTI
art by PAUL PELLETIER
cover by RAFA SANDOVAL AND JORDI
TARRAGONA
ON SALE 7/20/2021
$19.99 US | 216 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779511300
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Sweet Tooth Compendium
For readers eager to dive right into Jeff Lemire’s strange sci-fi story, the Sweet Tooth 
Compendium is now available!
An inexplicable plague has women giving birth to human-animal hybrid children all over the 
world. The deer-child Gus is left to fend for himself after his father dies, leaving him with 
more questions than answers. A cross between Bambi and Cormac McCarthy’s The Road, Sweet 
Tooth follows the innocent journey of a young hybrid boy suddenly thrust out into a world no 
one can explain.
Collects issues #1-40 in a new story-only collection that places the reader directly into the 
action and doesn’t let up until the very last page!

written by JEFF LEMIRE
art by JEFF LEMIRE
cover by JEFF LEMIRE
ON SALE 7/27/2021
$59.99 US | 920 PAGES | FC | DC
DC Black Label | Ages 17+
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510242

SOON TO BE A 
TV SERIES ON NETFLIX 
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The Green Lantern Season Two Vol. 2 HC
In the lethal aftermath of the war with the Anti-Matter Lanterns, Hal finds himself in a 
bizarre afterlife facing the judgment of the Young Guardians. Nothing will ever be the same 
again as the truth about the coming Ultrawar and the Cosmic Grail is finally revealed. What 
monstrous forces gather in the shadows? What mind-bending and heartrending secrets will 
surface from this backdrop of cosmic conspiracy and shady interstellar politics? And as the 
divisiveness spreads from world to world, can love prevail? Hal must prepare himself to face 
both death and rebirth in hopes of saving the universe…one more time. 
New York Times bestselling author GRANT MORRISON and world-renowned artist LIAM 
SHARP’s epic run on the Emerald Knight comes to a close! Collecting The Green Lantern Season 
Two #7-12, along with a sketchbook section showcasing Sharp’s incredible line work, this final 
collection is a must-have for any ring-bearing Lantern out there in the Multiverse!

written by GRANT MORRISON
art by LIAM SHARP
cover by LIAM SHARP
ON SALE 7/13/2021
$24.99 US | 168 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510181

ULTRAWAR IS UPON US, 
AND HAL JORDAN IS OUR 
ONLY HOPE!
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The Last God HC
The Last God is a high-power, brutal, and nuanced dark fantasy epic. Thirty years ago, a 
fellowship of brave heroes traveled beyond the borders of reality and killed the last living 
god, saving the world of Cain Anuun from the tyrant’s apocalyptic army of the undead. The 
legendary companions became the rulers of their world and ushered in a new age of peace 
and prosperity. But it did not last.
Now the foul legions of the Last God march once more, laying waste to all of Cain Anuun and 
revealing that the aging fellowship may not be the great heroes they claim to be.
This monumental hardcover collects the entirety of Phillip Kennedy Johnson & Riccardo 
Federici’s bestselling high-fantasy horror masterpiece The last god: book one of the fellspyre 
chronicles in all its glory, along with Songs of lost children and an expanded edition of the role-
playing campaign sourcebook Tales from the book of ages.

written by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON
art by RICCARDO FEDERICI
cover by KAI CARPENTER
ON SALE 8/3/2021
$49.99 US | 448 PAGES | FC | DC
DC Black Label | Ages 17+
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510549

THE ACCLAIMED STORY  
IN ONE HARDCOVER 
EDITION
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Chapter 3: Of Beasts

The Plague of Flowers can assimilate nearly all living 

things: man and beast, bird and fish, flower and 

vine. It is a plague with the power to destroy not 

only the living, but all that is. Only stone seems 

resistant to its touch, and there is evidence that 

even that can eventually fall to the rot and decay of 

the Plague of Flowers, given time. (Because of the 

stonelike consistency of their bodies, only dwarrows 

and djorruk are resistant to the effects of the Plague 

of Flowers, and under prolonged exposure, even 

they will eventually crumble and turn.)

POWERS OF THE PLAGUE

Regardless of the form they take, all flowering dead 

enemies possess the following two traits.

Conquering Infection. Each time a creature 

makes skin-to-skin contact with the flowering dead, 

the creature must make a DC 5 Constitution sav-

ing throw. On a failed save the creature takes 1d6 

necrotic damage (converted to hit points for the 

flowering dead) in addition to whatever other dam-

age they may be taking; on a successful save this 

damage is halved. After each successive turn the DC 

increases by 2, and the damage incurred by a failed 

save increases by 1d6. 

If a creature’s hit points are reduced to 0 while 

under the effect of this trait, it immediately becomes 

one of the flowering dead under the game master’s 

control. Though the default form for this being is 

to become either a drone or a creeping death, at 

the game master’s discretion, the flowering dead 

attacker can choose to incorporate the newly dead’s 

mass into its own and transform in to a new type 

of flowering dead. For example, enough drones 

can simply make physical contact to combine 

into a wall of the dead and so on.

Death Proof. As children of the Last God, the 

same divine spark of life that Mol Anwe imparted 

unto Mol Uhltep so too courses through the flower-

ing dead. Only Mol Anwe’s other creation, the fey, 

and the damage their magic inflicts may truly kill 

the flowering dead. As such, a guardian (see chapter 

5) is a most useful ally in any fight with these 

abominations. When a flowering dead creature is 

reduced to 0 hit points by fey damage, it is perma-

nently destroyed. If any other damage type reduces 

a flowering dead creature to 0 hit points, it will 

reconstitute itself, after 3 rounds have passed, as a 

drone or creeping death with 10 hit points.

MANIFESTATIONS OF THE DEAD

As it assimilates all living things quickly, and can 

even combine multiple creatures into one, the Plague 

of Flowers may take as many forms as there are 

living things in Cain Anuun. But for all that, there do 

seem to be several categories within their ranks:

DRONE

The assimilated body of a single animal. They can 

be humanoid, a bird of prey, a quadruped, a snake, 

a marine animal, or any other corrupted life-form. 

They move as fast as their living body was capable, 

never tire, never slow from difficult terrain or show 

exhaustion, and lack a need to breathe. If the 

creature is not a human, the statistics are the same 

as that of the original animal, with a +2 bonus to 

Strength, as well as the ability that all flowering 

dead have, Conquering Infection.

DRONE
Medium undead, chaotic evil

Armor Class: 12 

Hit Points: 22 (5d8)

Speed: 30 ft.

Damage Immunities: necrotic, poison

Condition Immunities: charmed, exhaustion, 

frightened, poisoned

Senses: darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 10

Languages: all

Death Proof. See Powers of the Plague.

Conquering Infection. See Powers of the Plague.

Fey Averse. If the flowering dead takes fey damage, 

its movement speed is halved and all melee attacks 

on it have advantage until its next turn.

ACTIONS

Multiattack. The drone makes two attacks with its 

clutch, or one with its clutch and one with its gnaw. If 

both attacks land, the targeted creature is grappled.

Inviting Gnaw. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, 

reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 9 (2d6 +2) piercing 

damage, plus Conquering Infection effects.

THE FLOWERING DEAD

STR
14 (+2)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON 
10 (+0)

INT
7 (-2)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
7 (-2)
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mong the pre-invasion ballads of the Riverlands, “Where Awayts My Love Alanna” is most curious. Despite centuries of isolationism practiced by the Rivermen prior to 
the invasions of the Southern Continent, 

analysis of the lyrics suggests that the author had great knowledge of cultures 
from every corner of Cain Anuun.
The song tells the story of a Riverman first 
awaiting, then searching for, his lost love. 
The first stanza is the one most commonly 
known among the Rivermen:

Where Awayts My Love AlannaTranscription and observations by Paolí, Scrivener’s Son 
of Tyrgolad, in the year 1176 S.R.

At the  top of the world, where the north winds  blow is a dwel-ling mayde of ice and snow, but I’m

sayfe and warm in the halls be - low  as I dream of my  love  A   -  lan  -  na.

Hi,  o -del-ay - del, Hey, o-del-ay - del,  Hi, o - del - ay-del   die - del_ day, I’ll

search far and wyde till  I fynd my bryde, my_  dear - est love A  -  lan  -  na.

aaA

1 A gilleraft is a one-man sailing vessel unique to Sholtua. Gillerafts used in the sunrayse are often in such 

disrepair as to be considered unworthy of more than one final voyage.

There is nothing surprising or notable about these lyrics, as they obviously refer to 

the Riverlands, and characteristics of the melody are in keeping with other early 

songs of that region. But the next stanza takes a curious turn:Through the heart of the world runs a river free
And it runs ever south to the greyt grey seaI’ll sayle till the sunset comes for meAnd I fynde my love Alanna.The river that runs “through the heart of the world” is certainly the Kwaleia River, 

the only river that feeds directly into the ocean. But the lyric “I’ll sayle till the sunset 

comes for me” is of great interest for its similarity to a Sholtuan tradition called a 

“sunrayse,” in which a career pirate at the end of life will stock and sail a gilleraft1 
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EXPERIENCE THE WORLD OF THE LAST GOD THROUGH MAPS, PLAYABLE  
CHARACTER AND CREATURE RPG MATERIALS, AND EVEN MUSIC!
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The New 52: 10th Anniversary Deluxe Edition HC
In 2011 DC made its boldest move in 25 years with the announcement of the New 
52--reinventing its fictional universe from the groundup, and restarting its publishing line 
with 52 new and relaunched series, each starting with a fresh #1.
Ten years later, DC returns to that exciting era with a new Deluxe Edition collection of the 
New 52’s greatest first issues.
This collection showcases the breadth of the New 52’s creative diversity, including Geoff 
Johns and Jim Lee’s new origin for the Justice League, the start of Scott Snyder and Greg 
Capullo’s storied run on Batman, the intense mythological drama of Brian Azzarello and Cliff 
Chiang’s Wonder Woman, Grant Morrison and Rags Morales taking Superman back to his 
roots, and the unpredictable body horror of Jeff Lemire and Travel Foreman’s Animal Man.

written by GRANT MORRISON, GEOFF
JOHNS, JEFF LEMIRE, BRIAN AZZARELLO,
SCOTT SNYDER, AND MORE! 
art by RAGS MORALES, JIM LEE, TRAVIS
FOREMAN, CLIFF CHIAG, GREG CAPULLO,
AND MORE!
cover by JIM LEE AND SCOTT WILLIAMS
ON SALE 8/10/2021
$29.99 US | 400 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/16' x 10 7/8'
ISBN: 9781779510310

NOT FINAL ART
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The Sandman: The Deluxe Edition Book Three HC
This volume picks up where the last left off in Morpheus’s ongoing saga as he travels through 
the Dreaming, From the “Game of You” stories where cracks are forming between the world 
of the waking and the Dreaming, to “Brief Lives,” where we follow the youngest of the 
Endless –Delirium–in her quest to find their long -lost brother, Destruction. Lose yourself 
in Gaiman’s fantastic worlds and continue the fantasy here, with The Sandman: The Deluxe 
Edition Book Three.
Collects The Sandman issues #32-50, the equivalent of the paperback edition books #5-7. This 
hardcover edition also features a brand-new wraparound cover by Michael Wm. Kaluta.

written by NEIL GAIMAN
art by SHAWN McMANUS, COLLEEN
DORAN, BRYAN TALBOT, STAN WOCH, JILL
THOMPSON, AND MORE!
cover by MICHAEL WM. KALUTA
ON SALE 8/3/2021
$49.99 US | 560 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
AGES 17+
7 1/16' x 10 7/8'
ISBN: 9781779510273

NOT FINAL ART
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The Suicide Squad Case Files 1 HC
James Gunn’s The Suicide Squad film gathers the weirdest and wildest cast of characters in 
superhero movie history, from Squad veterans like Harley Quinn and Captain Boomerang 
to the downright bizarre King Shark and Polka-Dot Man. Discover the legacy of the film’s 
eclectic characters in this first of two collections featuring their stories from throughout DC 
history!
The Suicide Squad Case Files 1 features debuts and key appearances of Bloodsport, Mongal, 
Polka-Dot Man, King Shark, Weasel, the Thinker, Peacemaker, and Amanda Waller herself, 
the government agent behind Task Force X. This volume collects their stories from Detective 
Comics #300; The Fury of Firestorm #38; Suicide Squad Vol. 4 #25; Suicide Squad: Amanda Waller 
#1; Superboy #9; Superman #4, #170; and Vigilante #36.

written by GERRY CONWAY, MATT KINDT,
JOHN BYRNE, JIM ZUB, JEPH LOEB, AND
MORE!
art by DALE KEOWN, JOHN BYRNE,
HUMBERTO RAMOS, DENYS COWAN,
SHELDON MOLDOFF, AND MORE!
ON SALE 7/20/2021
$19.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510754
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The Suicide Squad Case Files 2 TP
James Gunn’s The Suicide Squad film gathers the weirdest and wildest cast of characters in 
superhero movie history—from Squad veterans like Harley Quinn and Captain Boomerang 
to the downright peculiar Savant and the Javelin, and more. Discover the legacy of the film’s 
eclectic characters in this second of two collections featuring their stories from throughout 
DC history!
The Suicide Squad Case Files 2 features debuts and key appearances of Captain Boomerang, 
Rick Flag, the Ratcatcher, Savant, Javelin, Blackguard, and Harley Quinn, the Mistress of 
Mayhem herself. This volume collects their stories from Batman:Harley Quinn #1, Birds of Prey 
#58, Booster Gold #1, Detective Comics #585, Green Lantern #174, Secret Origins #14, and Suicide 
Squad #44.

written by JOHN OSTRANDER, PAUL DINI,
ALAN GRANT, DAN JURGENS, LEN WEIN,
GAIL SIMONE, AND MORE!
art by ED BENES, DAVE GIBBONS, DAN
JURGENS, LUKE McDONNELL, NORM
BREYFOGLE, AND MORE!
ON SALE 7/27/2021
$19.99 US | 224 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779511560
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Wonder Woman: Lords & Liars TP
It’s a brand-new day for Wonder Woman! As Diana starts to pick up the pieces of her life 
following her battle with the Four Horsewomen, Man’s World has become more complicated 
to navigate than ever before. It seems everyone has a take on who Wonder Woman should 
be—some who look on her heroics with admiration, and some who lie in wait to seek revenge. 
A brand-new foe has made her presence known in the life of our hero, and Liar Liar isn’t going 
anywhere!                                                                                                                                        
But never fear, the “reformed” Maxwell Lord, who just so happens to be the deadbeat dad of our 
villain, has Diana’s back...and as the Amazon Princess is about to find out, he’s not afraid to stick 
a knife in!                                                                                                                                         

written by MARIKO TAMAKI
art by MIKEL JANÍN, CARLO BARBERI, STEVE
PUGH, AND RAFA SANDOVAL
cover by DAVID MARQUEZ
ON SALE 7/20/2021
$24.99 US | 264 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8' x 10 3/16'
ISBN: 9781779510228

DETECTIVE COMICS’ 
MARIKO TAMAKI’S  
CELEBRATED RUN 
COLLECTED IN ITS 
ENTIRETY!  
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FILL OUT THIS INTERACTIVE CHECKLIST AND 
RETURN TO YOUR RETAILER TO MAKE SURE YOU 
DON’T MISS THE LATEST FROM DC!
(Tuesday availability at participating stores) 
TO VIEW CATALOG, VISIT: DCCOMICS.COM/CONNECT

Store info:

    COMICS
M  V  M = Main V = Variant
              Check with your retailer for variant cover details.
Available Tuesday, April 20, 2021

 _ _ Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #1

Available Tuesday, May 4, 2021
 _ _ Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #2

Available Tuesday, May 18, 2021
 _ _ Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #3

Available Tuesday, June 1, 2021
 _ _ Batman #109
 _ _ Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #4
 _ _ Batman: The Adventures Continue II #1
 _ _ Crime Syndicate #4
 _ _ Crush & Lobo #1
 _ _ Far Sector #12
 _ _ Green Lantern #3
 _ _ Justice League #62
 _ _ Man-Bat #5
 _ _ Sensational Wonder Woman #4
 _ _ Suicide Squad #4
 _ _ The Dreaming: Waking Hours #11
 _ _ The Next Batman: Second Son #3
 _ _ The Nice House on the Lake #1
 _ _ The Swamp Thing #4

Available Tuesday, June 8, 2021
 _ _ American Vampire 1976 #9
 _ _ Batman: The Detective #3
 _ _ Batman: Urban Legends #4
 _ _ Challenge of the Super Sons #3
 _ _ DC Pride #1
 _ _ Detective Comics #1037
 _ _ Future State: Gotham #2 
 _ _ Justice League: Last Ride #2
 _ _ Rorschach #9
 _ _ Superman #32
 _ _ The Batman & Scooby-Doo Mysteries #3
 _ _ The Joker #4
 _ _ Wonder Woman #773

Available Tuesday, June 15, 2021
 _ _ Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #5
 _ _ Catwoman #32
 _ _ Justice League #63
 _ _ Legends of the Dark Knight #2
 _ _ Nightwing #81
 _ _ Represent! #1
 _ _ Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? #110
 _ _ Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow #1
 _ _ Superman Red & Blue #4
 _ _ The Flash #771
 _ _ Truth & Justice #5
 _ _ Wonder Girl #2

Available Tuesday, June 22, 2021
 _ _ Action Comics #1032
 _ _ Batman/Superman #19
 _ _ Batman: Reptilian #1

 _ _ Detective Comics #1038
 _ _ Event Leviathan: Checkmate #1
 _ _ Harley Quinn #4
 _ _ Infinite Frontier #1
 _ _ Mister Miracle: The Source of Freedom #2
 _ _ Robin #3
 _ _ RWBY/Justice League #3
 _ _ Teen Titans Academy #4
 _ _ Wonder Woman #774
 _ _ Wonder Woman Black & Gold #1 RAPHIC 

Available Tuesday,  June 29, 2021
 _ _ Action Comics 2021 Annual #1
 _ _ Catwoman 2021 Annual #1
 _ _ The Flash 2021 Annual #1
 _ _ Green Arrow 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular
 _ _ Infinite Frontier: Secret Files #1
 _ _ Space Jam: A New Legacy
 _ _ Teen Titans Academy 2021 Yearbook #1

Available Tuesday, July 6, 2021
 _ _ Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point #6
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Available Tuesday, July 6, 2021

 _   Future State Batman: Dark Detective
 _   Justice League Unlimited: Girl Power

Available Tuesday, July 13, 2021
 _   DCeased: Unkillables
 _   Future State: Suicide Squad
 _   Injustice: Year Zero
 _   Suicide Squad: Their Greatest Shots

Available Tuesday, July 20, 2021
 _   Batman: The Dark Prince Charming
 _   Future State: Wonder Woman 
 _   Superman: Man of Tomorrow Vol. 1:  

         Hero of Metropolis 
 _   The Suicide Squad Case Files 1
 _   Wonder Woman: Lords & Liars

Available Tuesday, July 27, 2021
 _   Sweet Tooth Compendium
 _   The Suicide Squad Case Files 2

Available Tuesday, August 3, 2021
 _   OMAC: One Man Army Corps by Jack Kirby
 _   Supergirl Adventures: Girl of Steel 
 _   The Last God 
 _       The Sandman: The Deluxe Edition Book Three 

Available Tuesday, August 10, 2021
 _   The New 52: The 10th Anniversary Deluxe Edition 

Available Tuesday, August 31, 2021
 _   Preacher: The 25th Anniversary Omnibus Vol. 2
 _   Wonder Woman: 80 Years of the Amazon Warrior The Deluxe Edition 

   ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVELS
Available Tuesday, September 7, 2021

 _   DC Super Hero Girls: Ghosting 
 _   Whistle: A New Gotham City Hero




